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ABSTRACT 
Operation S.A.F.E workshops, commonly known as “fly-ins” help agricultural pilots “fine tune” 
their aircraft for aerial application work.  During the fly-in several ancillary measurements are 
recorded; aircraft speed, aircraft spray release height, air temperature and relative humidity, wind 
speed and direction.  These measurements are recorded by personnel operating the flight line 
with manually operated sensors.  Some of the difficulties arise when the lack of personnel and or 
experience level hinders the ancillary measurement, or when equipment becomes difficult to 
repair and/or replace. The objectives of this project are to design two automated sensor platforms 
to aid data collection and analysis for Operation S.A.F.E. type clinics.  The first platform is the 
automated field measurement system (AFMS) and acquired aircraft ground speed and 
application release height measurements.  The results from field experiments show that the 
AFMS was able to acquire representative aircraft ground speed data when the sensor was 
oriented at 45°.  The AFMS was also able to acquire a series of 50 – 80 of height values after the 
aircraft passes over the height measurement sensor.  A representative height value was able to be 
determined by averaging the 50 – 80 height values.  The second platform is the new string 
analysis system (NSAS).  This unit was developed to process liquid spray deposition patterns 
collected onto 1 mm diameter cotton string.  The system was able to detect rhodamine water 
tracer RWT dye collected on the cotton string collector during the spray pattern analysis trials.  
The system produced a series of values which represented the florescence intensity of the RWT.  
The NSAS produced the optimum fluorometer sensor response when a distance of 2 mm 
between the sensor and string collector was implemented.  The NSAS processes the string 
collector at speeds between 1.6 m/min to 5.0 m/min.  The fluorescence sensor detected higher 
readings when operating at 1.6 m/min, however overall processing speed was greater than 28 
 xi  
 
minutes for standard string collector lengths of 45 m.  The two automated systems have been 
field tested and the results indicate that prototypes have the potential to be further developed into 
tools for use with Operation S.A.F.E. calibration workshops. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 Agricultural aviation describes the cooperative efforts of the aviation and agriculture 
industries.  The origin of agricultural aviation with a successful application can be traced back to 
an experiment in Ohio in 1921.  Lead arsenate dust was spread over Catalpa sphinx trees to 
control sphinx moth larvae.  Now, agricultural aviation also protects the public by combating 
disease-carrying mosquitoes and damaging swarms of insects such as locusts (Gratz, 1985; 
Joyce, 1985).  Aerial application has become a popular means of economically spreading 
agricultural materials.  The use of aircraft to apply agricultural chemicals is often advantageous 
compared to ground-based equipment because it is independent of ground conditions (Valco, 
1991).  Other advantages of agricultural aviation are high work rates, reduced application timing, 
and minimized crop damage.  The aircraft quickly applies products and avoids mechanically 
damaging crops (Akesson et al., 1974; Matthews, 1992).  For example, the results of a sprayer-
wheel injury to crops study indicated a 10 to 50% potato yield reduction due to sprayer-wheel 
injury (Hardenburg, 1948).   
Agricultural aviation also plays a big role in the production of food, fiber textile, biofuels, 
and the protection of forestry resources.  The industry accounts for almost 25% of commercially 
applied crop protection products and nearly 100% of forest protection applications (2012 NAAA 
Aerial Application Industry Survey).  In the United States, it is estimated that 408 million acres 
of land are designated for crop cultivation of which approximately 286 million acres of cropland 
are commercially treated with crop protection products.  Of those 286 million acres, 71 million 
acres are treated aerially each year (NAAA and USDA Economic Research Service Report 
2012).  Considering most crop growing operations require three or more applications, at least an 
estimated 213 million acres are flown each year. 
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The industry provides value-added economic impact to crops and local economy.  It is 
estimated that more than 10% of the U.S. food and natural fiber production has benefited by 
agricultural aviation input.  For the state of Idaho, aerial applicator services attributed between 4 
and 10% of the total crop values, which translates to between $42.7 and $276.5 million in 2008 
alone (Wilbur Smith Association, 2008 Idaho Airport System Plan).  In South Dakota, aerial 
application impact is approximately $32 million.  The estimated value is based on the aerial 
application of pesticide and fertilizer services, economic impacts related to larger crop yield and 
provision of jobs (South Dakota State Aviation System Plan – 2010).  Also, Iowa Department of 
Transportation office of Aviation reported that approximately $214 million in state-wide 
economic impact was related to agricultural aviation services (Iowa Economic Impact of 
Aviation – 2009).    
In contrast, failure to maintain properly calibrated aerial application equipment can lead 
to negative economic impacts.  Applying formulations that deviate from pesticide product label 
instructions and/or off-target drift during aerial application have cost millions of dollars.  Crop 
injury and loss due to off-target drift is common in areas planted with diverse cropping systems.  
In southwest Texas in 1983 and 1984 during an aerial application spraying of 2,4-D herbicide on 
wheat fields, off-target drift caused nearly $20 million dollars worth of crop damage to an 
adjacent cotton field (Hanner, 1984). 
Due to the potential risks, increasing public concerns regarding agricultural chemicals 
distributed into the environment, forces the issue of improving chemical application efficiency 
(Zhang, Wang et al., 1994).  How the public perceives issues and concerns has the potential to 
quickly develop into a political issue (Scheurer, 1987).  The agricultural chemical industry must 
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adjust to public concerns.  The public becomes the driving force that influences legislation and 
litigation by requiring licensing, certification, and safety practice inspections. 
Other service and political driving forces are private initiative programs such as 
GLOBAL Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) and Walmart’s® Sustainability 2.0 plan1, which 
require traceability of agricultural chemical inputs into a.  The GLOBAL GAP is an effort to 
establish a world-wide standard that governs how agricultural products are handled from the 
production field to the consumer.  Similarly, Wal-Mart has made efforts to establish a standard to 
achieve the goal of minimizing waste and environmental impact by selling products that are 
renewable and sustainable.  Both programs would require traceability of inputs and production 
methods from its suppliers.  Vendors that are interested in becoming suppliers under these 
initiatives would be required to provide information starting from planting of a crop and ending 
on the shelf of a retail market.  These programs have strict regulations that must be met to be 
considered as a vendor for these businesses.  A future trend that may emerge could require 
vendors to produce documentation of all the chemical inputs applied to their product, which may 
require proof of an aerial applicator’s credentials and equipment status at the time of application. 
Agricultural aviation equipment consists of both fixed and rotary wing aircraft.  
Approximately 87% of the aircraft used are fixed wing aircraft and 13% are rotary wing (2012 
NAAA Aerial Application Industry Survey).  These aircraft are able to distribute solid, liquid, 
and aerosol materials.  Depending on the task at hand, the aircraft can be equipped or modified 
with spreader systems for solids such as fertilizers and seeds or pressurized hydraulic systems 
with proper atomizing equipment for liquid formulations.  An estimated 940 million pounds of 
                                                 
1 Mention of trade names within this document does not imply endorsement of said product nor disregard for similar 
products not mentioned 
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pesticide active ingredients are mixed and dispersed yearly to agricultural land to control insects, 
weeds, fungi, nematodes, bacteria and other crop pets (Aspeline et al., 1999).  The following 
research will focus on fixed wing aircrafts with liquid dispersal systems.     
Several major factors that contribute to the success or failure of aerial applied liquid 
products are droplet production, distribution uniformity, and minimizing drift.  The conversion 
of bulk liquid into sprays is achieved by atomizing equipment.  Two of the most common pieces 
of equipment are hydraulic nozzles and rotary atomizers.  The process of atomization begins 
when a liquid stream or sheet is disintegrated by kinetic energy due to exposure to high-velocity 
air or as a result of mechanical energy imparted by rotating components (Lefebvre, 1989).  Other 
factors such as the pressure settings, atomizer placement relative to the airflow shearing due to 
surfaces of the aircraft, chemical formulations, and additives affect droplet formation. 
  The aerial application industry does recognize that off-target spray drift could be an 
adverse side effect of agricultural chemical application (Bouse, 1994).  Agricultural chemical 
spray drift to non-target zones do not provide crop protection benefits and can lead to unwanted, 
potentially toxic side effects (Womac, Mulrooney et al., 1993).  In order to perform on-target 
application of agricultural chemicals, improvements in aerial spraying practices and application 
technology are needed (Kirk, 1992).  An aerial applicator might reduce off-target spray drift by 
paying careful attention to the environmental conditions and dispersal equipment setup.    
Proper spray nozzle selection and operation parameters are vital for a successful and safe 
aerial application of products (Wolf et al., 2005).  Many factors, such as the application rate, 
aerial spray release height, angle of the nozzle relative to the airstream, airplane speed, spray 
pressure, and weather conditions, make spray pattern and drift difficult to predict  (Smith, 2000).  
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In aerial application, the aircraft’s velocity is important because it influences the drift of airborne 
spray materials by two mechanisms: atomization and wingtip vortex (Womac, Mulrooney et al., 
1993).  With the complexity of all variables mentioned above, it is difficult to produce a drift-
proof solution. 
One of the most common ways of reducing drift is the calibration of dispersal equipment 
(Franz, 1993).  Calibration clinics such as Operation S.A.F.E. (Self-regulated Application and 
Flight Efficiency) sponsored by the National Agricultural Aviation Association (NAAA) can 
help minimize potential drift as well as improve application efficiency and spray uniformity.  
The Operation S.A.F.E program helps agricultural pilots make adjustments to their aircraft to 
ensure proper calibration and equipment maintenance.  Performing any calibration procedures 
requires a tremendous amount of labor and time (Barry et al., 1978).  Aircraft ground speed, 
application release height, spray deposition patterns, and meteorological data are recorded during 
each aircraft calibration pass.  The collected information is used for calculating liquid flow and 
application rates, determining spray pattern uniformity, and accounting for weather factors that 
may have affected questionable spray deposition patterns.   
During the calibration clinics, droplet size and spray pattern uniformity data are collected 
and analyzed.  Droplet size and uniformity are typically collected by water sensitive paper 
collectors and analyzed by using an automated image analysis system.  Spray distribution 
patterns are collected by a 45-m cotton string collector with a 1-mm diameter.  The pattern is 
then analyzed by a modified bench-top fluorometer outfitted with a specialized door 
manufactured for processing the cotton string collector.  The modified door attachment contains 
a motor drive system that moves the collector throughout the system.  The modified door 
attachment uses mirrors to distribute the excitation light source throughout the string collector as 
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it is moved through the system.  The mirrors focus the fluorescence from the rhodamine tracer 
dye to the detector.  Replacement units and parts are difficult to obtain and time-consuming to 
repair.  Consequently, fly-ins could be cancelled in the event of string collector pattern analysis 
equipment malfunction.   
OBJECTIVES 
The focus of the research will be to evaluate sensor components and methods to develop 
two automated systems to aid with data collection for programs such as Operation S.A.F.E.  By 
automating the aircraft ground speed and application height measurements, the system will 
reduce labor typically required as well as increase efficiency and reliability of in-field data 
acquisition.  The automated field measurement system (AFMS) will acquire aircraft ground 
speed and application release height.  The second system, the New String Analysis System 
(NSAS), will be used for processing 1-mm cotton string collectors for spray deposition pattern 
analysis.  The development of the NSAS will attempt to address difficulties from system failures 
exhibited by the current aging analysis equipment.  The specific objectives are: 
1. Evaluate different sensors and methods to develop a system for automating data 
acquisition of aircraft ground speed and application release height. 
2. Evaluate and develop an automated system for analyzing spray pattern deposition 
by adapting a Turner Design - Cyclops-7® fluorometer sensor for rhodamine 
water tracer detection. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Aircraft and Atomization Equipment 
Aerial application equipment begins with the aircraft.  There are two types used, fixed 
wing and rotary wing aircraft.  Both systems use similar concept designs for liquid spray 
application systems.  The liquid spray application system consist of a storage tank, pump, filter, 
pressure regulator and monitor, spray control valve, spray boom, and atomizing equipment.  For 
this research, the focus will be fixed wing aircraft equipped with a liquid dispersal system. 
The spray system stores the liquid product mixtures in a storage tank.  The tank is usually 
integrated into the fuselage of an aircraft, typically between the cockpit and the engine, and can 
vary between 378 - 3,000 L (100 - 800 gallons) in storage capacity.  Within the spray system, 
coarse mesh filters, typically with a 0.3 mm aperture, are installed to protect the hydraulic 
components from large particulates.  The liquid from the storage tank is propagated throughout 
the system through a pump.  There are three types of pump drive methods used: hydraulic, 
electrical, and slipstream.  The hydraulic and electrical pumps are usually powered by the 
aircraft’s mechanical or electrical power plant.  However, it is more common to see pumps fitted 
with a propeller and powered by the slipstream produced by the aircraft while flying.  The pump 
rotational speed can be increased or decreased by adjusting the propeller angle (Quantick, 1985).   
While the spray system is in operation, the pump moves liquid from the storage tank 
throughout the plumbing and pressurizes the system.  A pressure regulator and gauge is 
accessible to the pilot for maintaining correct parameters for the spray system.  In addition, a 
control valve is accessible by the pilot for recirculating the liquid into the tank or flow into the 
spray boom and atomizing equipment.  While pressures are correct, and events are favorable for 
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spraying, the pilot will activate the control valve to allow the pressurized liquid to enter the spray 
boom.  The spray boom is normally mounted below the trailing edge of the wing and extends 
across approximately 75% of the aircraft wing span (Akesson et al., 1974).  Installation below 
the trailing edge of the wing minimizes wingtip vortices from affecting the atomizing equipment.  
The spray boom is a hollow tube, with a streamline cross section, where the pressurized liquid is 
distributed to the atomizing equipment.  The spray boom is also used to mount and configure 
different atomizing equipment.   
The conversion of liquid formulations into sprays is accomplished using atomization 
equipment, such as the two previously discussed devices.  The atomization begins as a liquid jet 
or sheet, which is then disintegrated by the kinetic energy of the liquid itself or by exposure to 
high-velocity air or gas or as a result of mechanical energy applied to the liquid stream.  Other 
factors that affect the atomization process are the liquid’s surface tension.  Atomization occurs 
when the influence of surface tension by the action of internal and external forces of the liquid 
become disrupted (Bode et al., 1987; Dombrowski et al., 1954).  The atomizers employed in crop 
spraying should produce droplets within a narrow range of droplet sizes.  Spray solutions 
atomized into small droplets have less potential to drift; however, higher application rates are 
required in order to provide adequate spray coverage.  
 Two commonly used pieces of atomization equipment are hydraulic nozzles and rotary 
atomizers.  Among the two atomizers, the hydraulic nozzles are frequently used for its 
simplicity, reliability and relative cheap costs.  A series of 40 – 90 nozzles are attached to a spray 
boom component that is installed just below the wing of the aircraft.  Atomization of the mixture 
occurs when the pressurized system releases the liquid through the nozzles and the slipstream 
effects across the spray boom and nozzle shears the liquid.  The advantages of using nozzle 
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atomizers are the lower costs of the components and configuration versatility.  The hydraulic 
nozzle system can be used for low to high volume application rates (amount of chemical 
dispensed onto a target area).  However, using nozzle atomizers produces a large range of droplet 
sizes, which vary due to the system pressure, mechanics, position, and orientation of the nozzle 
to the slipstream over the spray boom. 
Another method of producing spray droplets is with a rotary atomizer.  These units are 
attached to the spray boom and spaced accordingly.  These units are more expensive than 
hydraulic nozzles.  But the system requires less maintenance since fewer units (8-10) are 
attached to the spray boom.  The rotary atomizers consist of a mesh cylinder rotating around a 
fixed spindle.  A two stage atomization process begins when the pressurized liquid is released 
and the liquid passes through a deflector which causes the liquid stream to break apart.  The 
second stage occurs when the liquid impacts the rotating cylindrical mesh and the liquid is 
thrown clear of the mesh via centrifugal forces.  The released droplet size is governed by the 
speed and size of the rotating mesh cylinder. The droplets generated by the rotary atomizers are 
narrower droplet spectrum and more uniform in size as compared to the hydraulic nozzle method 
(Hinze, 1950; Tanasaw et al., 1963; Frost, 1981; Parkin et al., 1990; Corbeels et al., 1991).  The 
rotary atomizers are optimal for low to ultralow volume application rates.  In addition, the rotary 
atomizers function well under low flow and chemical dosage rates which yields higher work rate 
(area treated per unit of time).  However, if not properly calibrated, the rotary atomizer system 
has a higher potential to generate fine droplets that may lead to drift issues.   
2.2 Aerial Application Droplet Production 
Droplet sizes vary depending on the formulation of the liquid, hydraulic, and mechanical 
forces.  Equipment parameters also affect the range of droplet sizes that is produced.  The goal is 
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to optimize the formulation and equipment to minimize loss of a product.  For example, pesticide 
application sprays contain a large number of droplets sizes where some droplets contain too 
much of the active ingredient and other droplets may not contain enough of the active ingredient 
to be effective.  Another issue with spray equipment is the production of droplet sizes that has 
the potential to create unwanted drift to off target locations. 
A common method to describe droplet size is the volume median diameter (VMD), which 
is measured in micrometers (µm).  The VMD describes a representative sample of droplets 
within a spray plume.  Within the sample, half of the volume represents droplets that are the 
VMD and the other half of the volume consists of droplets that are larger than the VMD 
(Lefebvre, 1989; Mugele, et al., 1951).  Proper understanding of the sizes of droplets that will be 
produced from the equipment is critical.  Once a formulation is completed other factors such 
atmospheric stability, turbulence, wind speed, and direction shifts and equipment anomalies add 
to the complexity of safely applying chemicals aerially. 
After the atomization process has been achieved and the droplets formed, it may either be 
carried away as drift or be influenced by several factors while traveling to the target location.  As 
the droplet(s) are released they will fall at terminal velocity, also known as sedimentation 
velocity.  However, the aircraft propeller wake, airstream dynamics, and vortices generated from 
the edge of the wings produce air current velocities that exceed droplet sedimentation velocities 
(Wickens, 1977).  The aircraft airstream and vortices may result in the droplets being thrown 
upward or away from the intended targets.  Other influences include the meteorological 
conditions at the time of spray release.  As the droplets travel to the target, turbulent air currents 
from the prevailing wind may influence the trajectory of the droplet(s).  For any of these cases, 
the droplet size will change due to evaporative effects; therefore, temperature and humidity need 
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to be accounted for when developing an aerial application plan (Cramer et al., 1973; Bache et al., 
1975; Lawson et al., 1979).   
Aerial applications of chemicals are usually performed with aircraft traveling in excess of 
45 m/s (100 MPH), where turbulent air movements and aircraft slipstreams add to the 
unpredictability of the spray dispersal pattern.  That is why it is important to try to optimize as 
many controllable factors as possible.  Factors such as formulation composition, application 
volume, droplet size, hydraulic system parameters, proper maintenance of dispersal equipment, 
aircraft ground speed, application height, uniform distribution spray pattern, understanding of 
effective swath width, and application timing all need to be considered in order to make proper 
calculations and estimates to develop a plan for proper active ingredient dispersal.   
2.3 Aerial Application Equipment Concerns 
The aim for developing the technologies and methods for quantifying performance 
parameters is to increase the efficiency by accurately placing the required quantities of product to 
each unit area throughout the total area to be treated.  For liquid distribution systems, it is 
necessary to accurately measure and determine droplet size, droplet uniformity, spray pattern 
distribution uniformity, effective swath width, and rates of application per unit area. 
Drift and lack of deposition uniformity are two of the most common problems with aerial 
application.  Spray drift is defined as the airborne movement of atomized liquid outside of a 
target area and is generally caused by the production of droplets less than 100 µm, which can be 
carried miles away by the wind (Salyani, 1992).  Spray drift can be minimized by properly 
formulating and applying products per manufacture specifications, and understanding of 
aircraft/aerial application equipment function and performance efficiency.  Several adjustments 
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can be made to the aerial application equipment directly.  Hydraulic boom lengths could be 
reduced in order to maximize the distance between the hydraulic nozzles and vortices generated 
by the wing tips.  Another adjustment is to reduce turbulence by shielding or redirecting airflow 
across pumps, flow meters, spray equipment plumbing and non-aerodynamic components.  Also 
moving the hydraulic boom below the trailing edge of the wing will minimize turbulence across 
the atomizer components. 
Aside from the dispersal equipment, the pilot could adjust the application height and/or 
velocity of the aircraft.  Liquids that are released aerially should be applied at a height of 3.7 – 
4.6 m (12 – 15 ft) (Amsden et. al., 1972, Franz et. al., 1995).  At higher altitudes, the reduction of 
droplet sizes due to evaporative effects is likely to occur and create the potential for wind to 
cause a drift issue.  However, flying altitudes lower than the recommend range may cause the 
spray droplets to be disbursed in an outward direction due to the air current velocities from the 
aircraft and ground effects (Dee et al., 1968).  In addition, the application release height affects 
both effective swath width and spray pattern deposition (Koo et al., 1994).  Lastly, adjustments 
in airspeed can also be used to minimize drift.  The speed of the aircraft affects the wind shear 
across droplets exiting the atomizers.  The wind shear forces may further atomize a droplet, 
which may have the potential to drift.  Hydraulic boom pressure could be adjusted to account for 
the increase in speed by decreasing the difference in liquid exit velocity and air velocities 
produced by wind shearing, which would result in larger droplets being produced.   
While adjusting dispersal equipment to minimize drift, the spray distribution pattern 
uniformity may also be affected.  For hydraulic systems, nozzles may have to be disabled to 
account for prop-wash from the propeller near the center of the aircraft.  Similarly, non-
aerodynamic components creating turbulent air streams near the spray equipment may affect 
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sections of the output spray pattern.  Mechanical failure of atomizing equipment may also affect 
the spray pattern.  Spray patterns with low uniformity create irregular and unpredictable 
application patterns to targets areas.  For example, if a section of hydraulic nozzles near the 
center of the aircraft failed, and an aerial application were to proceed, the target area would have 
an untreated section.  The aircraft would be required to apply the product in such a manner as to 
offset the application pattern to account for the missed areas.  The additional flying time to 
correct for untreated areas would increase inefficiencies in the flying operations.  The applicator 
could circle back and adjust the aircraft to spray the initially untreated area, which would result 
in other sections of the target area being treated twice and possibly damaging the target crops.  
Conversely, if the applicator were to allow sections of the target area untreated and continue to 
apply with the non-uniform pattern, the target area would be left with irregular treatments.  For 
example, if a pesticide were to be distributed, the untreated areas would allow the pest to thrive, 
which may null any benefits for aerial application.  It is impossible to instantly correct for spray 
pattern uniformity.  It requires a trial-and-error process with various methods to test and adjust 
the pattern.  Reserving time to ensure that all equipment is functioning properly to produce 
acceptable droplet sizes and spray patterns is more cost effective than discovering the issues after 
applying products to a production field or going to litigation due to crop damage from drift.   
2.4 Aerial Application Equipment Calibration 
   To calibrate for droplet size production, the droplets are captured in or on some type of 
medium, such as coated slides and plastic films which react with the liquid droplet upon contact 
and produce a measurable feature (May, 1950; Uk, 1977).  Another type of medium uses papers 
which are sensitive to liquid dye mixtures.  One such paper is a type of glossy photographic 
paper, referred to as Kromekote cards.  The dyed spray adheres to the Kromekote cards allowing 
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the diameters to be measured (Moore, 1964; Markin, 1978).  Another type of paper collector was 
based on the pH indicator bromophenol blue (Turner et al., 1970).  Once exposed to water, the 
reaction site would produce a blue stain.  The water sensitive paper could be used for droplet 
counting as well as sizing.  However it was easily marked from simple handling and difficult to 
use in high humidity.  Regardless of the collector, the droplets are measured directly or indirectly 
by analyzing the stain or impressions. 
Another approach is based on a chemical deposition analysis which is considered more 
accurate than droplet stain measurements (Chamberlin et al., 1955).  The chemical deposition 
analysis technique is based on the recovery and detection of a tracer component.  Two common 
analysis methods are colorimetry and fluorometry.  The colorimetry method uses a colorimeter 
or spectrophotometer equipment to determine the concentration based on the detectable response 
of the recovered visible tracer dye.  When using the fluorometry methods, the tracer is excited 
with a specific wavelength energy source and then the tracer will fluoresce at a different energy 
level that is detectable by the system. Typically a 0.25 – 1% concentration for visible dyes and 
0.01 – 0.5% for fluorescent tracers are mixed in with water.  If an adequate number of droplet 
collectors are available, spray pattern uniformity may also be calculated based on the 
droplet/stain counts from each equally spaced sampler.  The collectors are retrieved and the 
deposited concentrations are calculated based on the concentration from the initial mixture.  The 
concentrations collected from each sampler represent a deposit amount per area.  The accuracy 
of the pattern assessment is dependent on the number and efficiencies of the collector samplers.  
With fewer collectors, it may be difficult to detect uniformity pattern issues due to the 
discontinuous nature of the sampling method.   
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The first known attempt to measure spray deposition in a continuous swath was a system 
that utilized a fluorescent tracer mixed in solution and sprayed across the entire swath onto a 
continuous paper collector surface (Liljedahl et al., 1959).  The paper collector was then moved 
across a detector at a fixed speed, and the fluorescence emission was recorded.  The system 
developed by Liljedahl was designed to detect both deposition patterns as well as quantify the 
amount deposited.  Similarly, a 35 mm film material was used to form a continuous spray 
collection surface instead of a paper strip (Carlton, 1967).  Following these developments, two 
systems were produced to use the continuous collector for rapidly analyzing spray deposition 
(Roth et al., 1979; Carlton et al., 1982).  However, collection efficiencies of flat plane surfaces 
and requirements for rigid support structures for the paper and acetate films warranted research 
for an alternative spray deposition collector. 
The geometry of the liquid spray collector affects its ability to collect the droplets.  
Collectors with flat rectangular geometry favor larger droplet sizes, which after impact adhere to 
the collector.  An optimum drop size for maximum deposition efficiency is estimated to be 300 
µm (Miles et al., 1975).  In the case of water sensitive paper, smaller droplets may come into 
contact with the paper but deflect off of it and never produce stains.  Other collectors that have 
cylindrical shape geometry have been shown to capture droplet sizes as small as 50 µm with 
70% efficiency for a 1.5 mm diameter cylinder.  Decreasing the collector diameter should yield 
an increase in collection efficiency for smaller drops (Brun, et al., 1955).  Using a cylindrical 
collector, i.e. cotton string, would produce a continuous sampler that could be used for 
deposition pattern detection across a continuous swath (Sanderson et al., 1984).  In 1985, a 
specialized door was manufactured to be attached to a desktop fluorometer to detect and measure 
fluorescent tracers absorbed by the string collector (Whitney et al., 1985).  
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The technologies and methods discussed above were used to perform a quantitative 
measurement of droplet size and droplet uniformity.  The methods to analyze spray deposition 
patterns can be used to determine effective swath widths, the portion of the total swath width 
which receives the correct minimum dosage of a product.  The effective swath can be determined 
by analyzing the results of the spray pattern deposition collectors.  Spray distribution uniformity 
is defined as the coefficient of variation (CV).     
The extremes of the effective swath width are usually indicated by the locations where 
the deposit is approximately 50% of that found in the center of the spray pattern.  Additionally, 
the collected spray deposition pattern can be used to calculate the distribution uniformity.  The 
distribution uniformity can be expressed by calculating the (CV) for a particular lane separation 
(distance between the centers of one spray pattern offset and overlap to another).  The CV is the 
standard deviation of the results divided by the mean of the overlap spray deposition patterns 
(ASAE S386.2).  The best choice of flight lane separation would be the one with the lowest 
calculated CV (Spillman, 1980; Parkin et al., 1982)   
   After the effective swath width has been determined, another important measurement is 
required: ground speed.  The ground speed needs to be determined for use with aerial application 
efficiency calculations such as application rate.  Aircraft instrumentation indicates to the pilot 
that the air speed of the aircraft, which is affected by wind direction and velocity, will differ 
from the ground speed.  To determine ground speed, the aircraft must be timed over a known 
distance while flying at application speeds.   
Once effective swath width and ground speeds have been determined, the applicator can 
calculate the application rates using Equation 2.1 (Akesson et al., 1969).  To increase application 
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efficiency, calibration and fully functioning spray equipment are crucial in producing expected 
droplet sizes and uniformity, spray pattern uniformity, awareness of the effective swath, ground 
speed, and application release height.  Optimizing the spray equipment, aircraft parameters and 
knowledge of the limits of the dispersal system will lead an applicator to develop the best plan 
for correct product delivery to target areas.  However, in practice, it may prove difficult for an 
applicator to run the aerial application business and maintain peak efficiency.   
 ܴ ൌ ܳ ൈ ܭܸ ൈ ܵ  Equation 2.1 
  
R = Application rate (l/ha) 
Q = Output rate (l/min)  
K = 600 
V = Ground speed (km/h) 
S = Effective swath width (m) 
 
 
 For a small operation that consists of a small crew of workers, it may prove impractical to 
perform routine calibration protocols.  It may also be difficult to gain access to equipment and 
supplies for calibration purposes.  Lastly, inexperience may lead to incorrect interpretations and 
therefore incorrect adjustments and modifications being performed on aerial application 
equipment.  In order to push the need and encourage operators to calibrate their equipment, the 
National Agricultural Aviation Association (NAAA) helped to develop a program to aide with  
calibration procedures: Operation Self-Regulating Application and Flight Efficiency (S.A.F.E).  
Operation S.A.F.E is a program that has developed and utilized existing technologies to obtain 
critical aircraft aerial application data for spray pattern and drift analysis.  Operators can fly to a 
testing event and have their equipment analyzed and results interpreted and make adjustments 
accordingly with help from experienced technical advisors.  Additionally, the program provides 
educational resources and makes recommendations to help improve aerial application efficiency.  
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A typical Operation S.A.F.E data collection layout consists of a sample collector, weather 
station, spray-release height measurement system, aircraft ground speed sensor, and aircraft 
center alignment flags, which are illustrated in Figure 2.1.      
2.5 Operation S.A.F.E. Data Acquisition 
During several Operation S.A.F.E. calibration clinics the following methods and equipment were 
used to obtain critical flight line aircraft data during the pattern deposition passes.  The mention 
of “operator” in this section refers to the individual(s) tasked with obtaining specific ancillary 
measurements.  Presently, there are various brands and devices used to obtain aircraft ground 
speed, application release height, and weather information.  The most common devices used for 
obtaining aircraft ground speed during clinics are hand held radar (HHR) guns normally used for 
sports related measurements.  One example is the Bushnell Speedster II series radar gun 
(Bushnell® Performance Optics – Lenexa, KS, USA) with an accuracy of ± 0.45 m/s (1 MPH) 
and a maximum range of 457 m (1,500 ft.) (Bushnell® Speed Radar Gun Speedster II manual, 
2005).  A technician near the edge of the flight line aims the HHR in the direction of the 
approaching aircraft once it is in range ~400 m before the flight line.  Then the technician 
depresses the trigger of the unit to obtain a speed measurement, illustrated in Figure 2.2.  The 
operator must determine when to align the HHR and trigger the unit based on visual cues (when 
the aircraft is approximately 400 m before the flight line and activates its spray system) and 
remain in the same position for the duration of the test.  Some measurement errors such as 
incorrect speed readings or no readings at all, have been attributed to operator experience.  The 
operator may be reacting and performing steps out of sequence.   
Some examples are: 1) Operator activates the trigger and then brings the HHR upward to 
align with the aircraft target.  2) Operator aligns the HHR with the aircraft at the beginning of the
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Figure 2.1:  Diagram of Operation S.A.F.E equipment layout for aerial liquid distribution pattern analysis.  (Image from Operation 
S.A.F.E. Analyst Training Manual) 
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Figure 2.2 Top view: personnel and flight line equipment layout for determining aircraft ground 
speed measurements with a manual triggered hand held radar unit. 
 
approach, activates the trigger and then follows the aircraft with the HHR as the aircraft crosses 
the flight line.  3)  Operator fails to activate the trigger, but does not realize it until after the 
completion of the aircraft’s pass.   
To obtain the application release height the most common method is the Similar Triangle 
Method (STT).  The STT consists of a graduated scale mounted on a tripod and placed 
approximately 30.5 m (100 ft.) from the center of the flight line.  A second tripod with a red dot 
sighting scope is then placed approximately 3 m (10 ft.) behind the graduated scale tripod, which 
is illustrated in Figure 2.3.  Further adjustments are made by using the scope to adjust the 
position of both scope and graduated scale so when viewed through the scope, the 0 mark of the 
graduated scale aligns with the center mark of the flight line.  
 
Figure 2.3 Flight line equipment layout for determining aircraft application release height 
measurement. (Image from Operation S.A.F.E. Analyst Training Manual) 
1 mm cotton string sample collector (flight line)  
Approaching Aircraft 
Support technician with hand 
held radar.
3 m 7.7 m 22.8 m
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As the aircraft nears the flight line, the operator must locate the aircraft, place the sighting 
dot near the spray equipment of the aircraft while simultaneously keeping the sighting scope 
steady with the aircraft, follow the aircraft until it crosses the view of the graduate scale and then 
estimate the application spray release height.  If a tactical red dot rifle scope (Model 730135, 
Bushnell® – Overland Park, KS, USA) were used with the SST equipment, the optics of the 
sighting scope limits the maximum field of view to 20.7 m (68 ft.) at 30.5 m (100 ft.) (Model 
730135, Bushnell® Tactical Red Dot Riflescope listed specifications).  The aircraft is within the 
scope’s field of view for less than 1 second.  The main difficulty is locating the aircraft within 
the sighting scope, especially when there are little to no visual references that the operator can 
use to maneuver the scope; i.e., if the aircraft were to fly approximately 10 m (33 ft.) and the sky 
and graduated scale are the only things visible.  Potential errors include operators reporting 
values 1 or 2 meters from the actual application release height or failing to obtain a height value. 
The last set of ancillary measurements is weather conditions during the spray pattern 
analysis data acquisition.  A weather station such as a Kestrel 3500 Weather Meter (±3% wind 
speed, ±5° wind direction, ±3% relative humidity, ±1.0 °C) Kestral Portable Vane Mount and 
Collapsible Tripod (Kestrelmeters, Birmingham, MI, USA) has been used during several clinics.  
The Kestral weather meter has a maximum height of 1.3 m (4.3 ft.).  The unit is attached to the 
accessory vane mount then can be attached to the tripod.  Once the unit is assembled, the unit 
becomes part of the wind speed and direction sensor and rotates around the tripod in the direction 
of the wind.  The wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and humidity readings are read by 
stopping the meter’s rotation around the tripod then accessing the control buttons to scroll 
through the different measurements.  The Kestral weather meter is placed near the edge of the 
flight line, out of the way of the 1-mm cotton string collector and the STT system. 
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Several moments prior to the aircraft’s approach the operator should view and document 
the temperature and humidity of the flight line area and also note the wind direction and speed.  
If the wind direction is not parallel (greater than 15 degrees in either direction) to the original 
flight line and aircraft approach path or wind speed is greater than 16 km/h (10 mph), then the 
pass should be stopped.  If the pass is stopped, the ground crew can signal the aircraft to abort 
the trial and circle nearby until the wind conditions meet acceptable parameters.  Under 
acceptable wind conditions, the operator needs to obtain the average wind speed and direction 
and report the values after the aircraft spray pattern is dispersed.  During five separate Operation 
S.A.F.E. calibration clinics it was observed that the instantaneous wind speed and direction were 
recorded the moment the aircraft crossed the flight line.  If the average values were required, the 
Kestrel unit required a reset at the start of each pass.  Many times the operator did not activate or 
was unaware of the Kestrel’s averaging function.  It is also difficult to obtain a sample reading 
within the duration of the spray pattern test due to the motion of the Kestrel unit.  Additionally, 
the operator needs to be within close proximity to the unit in order to read the weather condition 
values.  The operator may be influencing the wind speed and direction simply by standing near 
the weather station.  Similarly, when a large number of personnel are available, crowds may 
gather near the weather station and influence the reading as well.     
It is important to note, regardless of failure from any of the scenarios mentioned, the HHR, 
STT, and basic automated weather station were able to obtain one sample reading during the 
aircraft’s approach to the flight line.  Each of the operators were expected to visually acquire the 
aircraft, prepare their respective measurement devices, make judgments during the measurement 
reading and then provide a final measurement.  For example, aircraft designed by Air Tractor, 
Inc. (Olney, TX), operate between 53.6 m/s (120 MPH) to 71.5 m/s (160 MPH).  The normal 
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operation speed for a particular application rate was approximately 60 m/s (134 MPH, 197 ft/s), 
which allows 6.6 seconds between the sighting of the aircraft ~ 400 m from the flight line and 
allows the ground crew to prepare and take the critical ancillary measurements.  Studies have 
estimated human reaction times based on a visual stimulus to be approximately 180 – 200 msec 
(Galton, 1899; Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954; Fieandt et al., 1956; Welford, 1980; Brebner 
and Welford, 1980) and can be increased due to factors such as age (Myerson et al., 2007), 
perception cues due to direct vision versus peripheral vision (Brebner et al., 1980), fatigue 
(Welford, 1980), as well as distractions (Broadbent, 1971; Welford, 1980).  The HHR operator 
must react to the aircraft at the beginning of the approach, then mechanically move the sensor 
into position, and finally trigger the device to obtain a measurement during the final seconds 
until the aircraft passes the flight line.  The STT operator has less time to react and obtain a 
reading.  The operator first must locate the aircraft within the last 2 – 3 seconds prior to the 
arrival at the flight line.  Then, using the STT method, the operator is expected to determine the 
height value within 1 – 2 seconds when the aircraft is crossing the flight line.   
Separate from the ancillary measurements collected at the flight line is the 1-mm cotton 
string collector.  At the completion of each spray pattern analysis pass (typically three), the 
cotton string is wound onto storage reels and then transported, along with all of the records, to 
the analysis center.  The string is then processed by installing the reel to the system developed by 
WRK, Inc. and advanced via software and motor control hardware.  It is composed of a WRK 
String Analysis Door (WRK of Oklahoma, Stillwater, OK) attached to a bench-top filter 
fluorometer (Model 110, 111, or 112) built by Turner Associate, see Figure 2.4.   
The modified door attachment contains a motor drive system that moves the cotton sample 
string through a mechanical pulley guide.  The door attachment uses mirrors to distribute the 
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excitation light source throughout the string as it is moved through the system and focuses the 
fluorescence from the rhodamine tracer dye to the detector.  Replacement units and parts are 
difficult to obtain and time consuming to repair.  Consequently, fly-ins could be cancelled in the 
event of equipment malfunction.   
 
Figure 2.4  WRK String Analysis Door integrated to Model 111 Turner Fluorometer.   
 
2.6 Aerial Application Calibration Measurement Methods 
Challenges facing Operation S.A.F.E. fly-ins today include the lack of trained personnel to 
help the analyst collect all required measurements and the age of some equipment components 
used in the analysis of the spray deposition patterns. Common mistakes, such as failure to 
operate the portable hand held radar gun in time for the speed measurement or measuring wind 
speed and direction while personnel block the sensor, occur frequently.  Measuring spray release 
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height adds an extra layer of difficulty, especially if the person does not have prior experience 
using the similar triangles system, sometimes producing large errors and questionable results.  It 
is estimated that a minimum of six people plus the aircraft pilot are required to perform a single 
clinic.  For any calibration clinic, personnel commitment is very difficult to achieve.  
Traditionally, both Extension Service and the State Department of Agriculture and Forestry are 
responsible for providing manpower to run a calibration clinic.  When the necessary manpower 
is not available, the clinic is compromised.  Frequently, due to lack of personnel, ancillary 
measurements are not taken at the proper time and the overall analysis will have missing 
information.  In contrast, sometimes there are more personnel available at the flight line.  The 
excess personnel may lead to interference caused by blocking instrumentation or other type of 
distractions that prevent operators from performing their respective duties effectively.     
Determining Aircraft Ground Speed:   
Several methods can be used to determine aircraft speed and application release height.  
Aircraft on-board instrumentation has a typical accuracy of ±0.5 m/s in airspeed and ±4.6 m in 
altitude (Gracey, 1981), in addition, it requires modifications to aircraft instrumentation to 
retrieve and record the data.  Another method utilized a differential pressure single ended voltage 
transducer that was mounted between the static and dynamic ram air ports of the aircraft.  The 
pressure differential during the flight was then converted to airspeed (Whitney et al., 1989). 
Radar based sensors have been placed on agricultural vehicles and have produced the 
most accurate signals over most surface types (Tompkins et al., 1988).  In 1993, a research 
project experimented with mounting a radar sensor (Model KR10SP, Kustom Electronics, Inc. – 
Lenexa, KS, USA) to the landing gear of an aircraft and accounted for aircraft pitch angles to 
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evaluate a method to determine ground speed from the aircraft (Franz, 1993).  Another piece of 
technology that can be found in most agricultural aviation aircraft is a Global Position System 
(GPS) sensor.  Research on SATLOC AirStar M3 swathing system GPS ground speed 
calibration results showed an error from 0.01% - 0.11% for a series of eight passes with speeds 
varying from 48.8 to 66.1 m/s (109 to 147 MPH) (Smith et al., 2005).  All of the above systems 
required modifications and/or equipment to be installed in an aircraft to record the speed data.  
During Operation S.A.F.E. clinics, aircraft ground speed is determined by using a low-cost, hand 
held radar unit (commonly used for sporting events).  For this project RADAR based technology 
will be used to determine the speed of the aircraft.  A stationary radar unit manufactured by 
Stalker® (Applied Concepts Inc. - Plano, TX, USA), is used for customized applications. 
The term RADAR stands for Radio Detection and Ranging which uses electromagnetic 
waves, specifically radio waves, for object-detection.  Portable radar units transmit high 
frequency radio waves (8 to 40 GHz) toward a target.  If the target is moving, the phenomenon is 
called the Doppler Effect, which is the change in frequency of a wave reflected from an object 
relative to the original transmitted frequency.  The difference between the transmitted wave 
frequency and the wave frequency reflected from a moving object is used to approximate the 
speed of a moving object relative to the transmission source.  RADAR has several advantages.  It 
uses an electromagnetic wave that does not require a medium, has wave propagation speeds 
closer to the speed of light, and is less susceptible to weather conditions (Skolnik, 2008).  It is 
able to penetrate atmospheric conditions and, depending on the frequency and power used, can 
be transmitted far distances with little time lag between transmission and return of the signal.  
RADAR signals and Doppler Effect are used by law enforcement, airport air traffic towers, as 
well as meteorological studies. 
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 Determining Aircraft Application Release Height:   
Several technologies have been used to detect aircraft altitude.  One sensor that has been 
used is the barometric altimeter; however, it provides low resolution information when flying 
lower than 6.1 m during aerial application passes (Franz, 1993).  Another sensor is the radio 
altimeter, which operates on phase frequency shifts with accuracies of ±0.6 m to 12 m.  The 
radio altimeter technology is based on the time-of-flight of a transmitted pulse (Gracey, 1981).  
Another electronic based sensor uses ultrasonic pulse-echo or Doppler technology.  In 1993 a 
programmable ultrasonic distance transducer (Model DCU-10, Lundahl Instruments, Inc., Logan, 
UT, USA) was mounted to a test aircraft to determine aircraft height (Franz, 1993).  The 
ultrasonic distance transducer sensor was mounted onto the test aircraft and pointed towards the 
ground.  The signal lines were connected to a Campbell 21X datalogger to record and report 
height values.  The evaluation of the ultrasonic transducer revealed errors from 6.5% to 21% 
over a concrete runway as ground speed and flying height increased.  When the transducer was 
flown over grass, the output was inconsistent and errors varied from 8.1% to 58.3%.  Another 
method for distance detection utilizes laser-based sensors.  The have been used by the military 
for range-finding, guidance, avoidance and target destination detection.  A study used a laser-
based range-finder mounted inside the fuselage of an aircraft and was used to detect the distance 
between the unit and the ground during flight (Koo et al., 1994).  
Laser-based distance sensors consist of an infrared emitter, signal conditioning filter 
circuits, an accurate high speed clock, receiver, and optical components.  An infrared energy 
pulse is emitted by the sensor and an internal clock counter keeps track of time spent between 
transmission and detection of the energy pulse reflected from an object.  Using the time, a 
distance can be calculated between the object and the sensor (Kellington, 1974).   
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The current Operation S.A.F.E. method for collecting aircraft spray release height is by 
similar triangles technique using a graduated scale and a sighting scope the instant the aircraft 
passes the cotton string collector.  A technician standing near the sighting scope determines the 
spray release height by visual inspection.    
To test more recent commercially available devices, a preliminary experiment was 
performed using two low cost ultrasonic acoustic and X-band motion sensors.  These units were 
compared to results obtained from Operation S.A.F.E. STT methods.  The first unit is an 
ultrasonic acoustics sensor (XL-MaxSonar® -WR, MB7060 – MaxBotix Inc – Brainerd, MN, 
USA), which was integrated to a microcontroller (BasicSTAMP 2 – Parallax Inc. – Rocklin, CA, 
USA).  The ultrasonic acoustic sensor had a 1-Hz output data rate and is rated to determine 
distance from 0.01 to 7.65 m with a resolution of 0.01 m.  However, during testing 
approximately 1 out of 10 acquired reading was similar to the results from the STT methods.  
The poor performance of the sensor was related to the inability of the sensor operating at 1 Hz to 
obtain the height of the aircraft during a high velocity approach.  Another difficulty is the wake 
produced by the aircraft may have distorted the ultrasonic acoustic signals which lead to 
erroneous height values.   
 A second sensor used during the preliminary experiments is based on motion sensing 
using an X-band frequency (10.525 GHz).  The X-band motion detector (Parallax Inc.) is able to 
detect ranges from ~ 2.4 to 9 m.  The principal operation is to produce a frequency output 
proportional to the distance between the sensor and the target.  Two units were placed near the 
laser distance.  All units were oriented skyward in order to detect the approaching aircraft.  
However, with each approaching aircraft, the sensor was unable to detect and produce a 
response.  The sensors were oriented at different angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° with similar results.   
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Spray Pattern Analysis: 
Another challenge is the use of an outdated fluorometer for the spray pattern analysis. The 
fluorometer unit was manufactured in the 1970s.  The existing string analysis system (referred to 
as WRK) uses a proprietary string processing door with an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter 
attached to a desktop fluorometer.  The WRK system uses a calibrated time constant to 
determine location of the string during pattern analysis (Whitney and Roth, 1985).  They WRK 
process the string by winding the cotton string collector through the fluorometer.  The 
fluorometer outputs a voltage proportional to the fluorescence from the rhodamine dye present 
on the cotton string collector.  A separate computer program connected to the WRK analysis 
machine records the analog voltages and calculates the spray equipment efficiency.     
Both replacement parts as well as the unit are not readily available.  Consequently, clinics 
have been cancelled because of equipment malfunction.  Not only is the current unit non-
serviceable and difficult to replace, its sampling rate is very low (approximately 1 Hz).  Using 
the current setup the sampling rate translates into less than 8 data points per meter of string (~2.5 
data points per foot).  The low sampling rate may not allow the analyst to detect and understand 
the variation in the spray deposition.   
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CHAPTER 3 –  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 Development of an Automated Field Measurement System 
The Automated Field Measurement System (AFMS) consists of two sensors and an 
electronic control unit (ECU). Measurement of aircraft ground speed is acquired by a Stalker® 
radar stationary speed sensor (Applied Concepts Inc. - Plano, TX, USA).  The measurement of 
AARH is acquired by the ILM-150HR® OEM industrial laser distance measurement module 
(Mindrum Precision, Inc. – Rancho Cucamonga, CA, USA).  The ECU is responsible for data 
collection, formatting and storage.   
The Stalker stationary speed sensor (SSS) has been used by law enforcement monitoring 
systems for determining ground vehicle speeds.  The SSS outputs data via serial 
communications.  The principle of operation of the SSS is Radio Detection and Ranging 
(RADAR) and Doppler frequency shifts.  The sensor produces a 34.7 GHz (Ka-band) microwave 
which is projected in a conical horn pattern (3 dB beam width of 12° ±1°).  It has a certified 
accuracy of ±3% with ranges of 0.4 – 89.2 m/s (1 to 200 MPH).   
The SSS determines speed by calculating the Doppler frequency shift between the original 
transmitted RADAR signal and the return signal from a moving target.  A positive frequency 
shift indicates an object moving towards the SSS.  A negative frequency shift indicates that the 
target is moving away from an object.  The SSS measures the Doppler frequency shift and 
computes speed via internal microprocessor.  The result is transmitted as a three digit speed 
value plus carriage return using the American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
(ASCII) characters.  The maximum output rate of the SSS is 22 Hz.   
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 The second sensor used in the AFMS is an ILM-150HR® OEM industrial laser distance 
measurement module (ILM).  The ILM series of laser-based distance measurement sensors have 
been used for many applications from automated tracking systems for object detection to 
distance determination of vehicles such as trains on railroad systems.  Other uses include 
determining height profiles for transportation trucks on interstate highway systems and detecting 
product fill levels of storage silos.  Another instance of the ILM sensor can be seen in 
agricultural aircraft.  The sensor is mounted to the bottom of an aircraft fuselage to inform the 
pilot of real time flight height.  The transmitted values represent height from the ground or crop 
canopy for aerial application.  The ILM is a single device that does not require add-on 
modifications to a target aircraft.  It calculates distance and outputs the result via serial 
communications.  The ILM is designed for detecting passive targets, objects that are not actively 
transmitting energy sources to a detector.  The sensor produces a Class 1 - laser pulse via Indium 
Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) laser diode within a 905 nm wavelength.  The laser pulse beam is 
generated by the laser diode projected onto a target and then reflected back to a receiver 
embedded inside the ILM.  The ILM-150HR has a range from 0.5 to 150 meters.  The sensor 
determines distance by calculating the time difference between a transmitted laser pulse and the 
detection of the return signal.  The result is represented by a 12-bit binary word and then 
transmitted via RS-232 protocol at a maximum output rate of 400 Hz.  
 In order to process and log data an ECU was developed as part of the AFMS.  Each 
sensor was paired to a dedicated microcontroller.  The dual microcontroller design was chosen 
for two reasons: it allowed each sensor to achieve maximum data processing and logging by 
committing all processor resources to one specific type of data and, because of different data 
output transmission frequencies between sensors.  The microcontroller attached to the SSS 
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processes and formats the ASCII data output at 22 Hz.  While the microcontroller connected to 
the ILM processes and formats the ASCII data output at 400 Hz.   
The interface between each sensor and the microcontroller is achieved through a MAX233 
Integrated Circuit (IC) Chip.  The MAX233 IC translates RS-232 voltage levels, ±12-15 volts to 
Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) levels, 0 to 5 volts.  The voltage translation is required to 
facilitate safe levels of electronic connections between the SSS and ILM sensors to 
microcontroller IC’s.  The SSS data was processed by a Basic Atom Nano 28 (BAN28) 
microcontroller.  The BAN28 (BasicMicro™  – Murrieta, CA, USA)  receives the ASCII speed 
data from the SSS sensor, appends a time stamp, then transmits the processed data to an 
OpenLog(1) memory storage device (SKU DEV-09530, SparkFun – Boulder, CO, USA).  The 
time-stamped speed data is saved as an ASCII text file.  
A second microcontroller, Basic Atom Pro 24 (BAP24) also manufactured by 
BasicMicro™, monitored data from the ILM sensor.  However, a secondary circuit was added to 
minimize data loss between the sensor and the microcontroller (SKU BOB-09745, SparkFun – 
Boulder, CO, USA).  The secondary circuit receives and buffers 64 bytes of data, which allows 
time for the BAP24 to process and archive ILM 400 Hz output data.  The microprocessor 
receives and transmits the high frequency ASCII distance data to an OpenLog(2) device.  The 
height sensor data is saved as an ASCII text file.   
The AFMS system is designed to be a self-contained unit that is placed near the center of 
the flight line to collect aircraft ground speed and spray release height.  The SSS and ILM 
sensors are mounted to a customized aluminum mounting bracket and wood base.  A 520 x 420 x 
20 mm wooden block serves as the base for the AFMS sensor mount.  An adjustable ball-joint 
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component (RAM: B-238-XM1U, B-202U, B-201U; Ram Mounts® – Seattle, WA, USA) 
connects the base and AFMS sensor mount and allows for sensor leveling (see Figure 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.1  AFMS sensor mount base and adjustable bracket with SSS and ILM sensors.   
 
The SSS sensor is positioned parallel to the horizon in the direction of the aircraft’s incoming 
flight path.  The reflected RADAR signal from the incoming aircraft is used to determine the 
aircraft’s ground speed.  The ILM sensor is positioned perpendicular to the horizon and the 
incoming flight path of the aircraft.  The distance measurements between the sensor and the 
Stalker® Speed Sensor 
ILM-150HR
Adjustable Mounting Base
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reflected pulse beam from the bottom of the aircraft are used to determine aircraft application 
height.   
The AFMS sensors are then connected to the ECU electronics.  The ECU electronics are 
surrounded by a weather-resistant enclosure along with a 12 Volt Direct Current (VDC) sealed-
lead acid (SLA) battery (UB1280 12V/8Ah, RadioShack Corporation, Fort Worth, TX, USA) 
which powers the AFMS system.  While the AFMS system is in operation the ECU electronics 
process the incoming ASCII formatted measurement data then transmits the information to 
onboard memory storage modules as ASCII text files for analysis. 
3.2 Development of a New String Analysis System 
The New String Analysis System (NSAS) consists of two gear motors (BDPG-38-86-12V-
3000-R14, Anaheim Automation – Anaheim, CA, USA, pulley guides, a red-green-blue color 
sensor (TCS3200-DB, Parallax Inc. – Rocklin, CA, USA), rotary encoder (S5-1250-250-I-S-B, 
US Digital – Vancouver, WA, USA), rhodamine water tracing dye sensor (RWT-Cyclops-7® 
Turner Designs – Sunnyvale, CA, USA), and automated control circuits, illustrated in Figure 3.2.  
The NSAS is designed to use the existing cotton string collector and storage reels for processing 
spray deposition patterns.  Two reels are required for operation; one holds the cotton string used 
to collect spray information and the other stores the processed samples.  To detect spray 
deposition information from the cotton string collector, the automated control circuit activates 
the gear motor) and rotates the  empty  reel in a clock-wise motion, winding the string.  The 
rotation of the reel pulls the cotton string collector across three sensors.  The first sensor is a red-
green-blue color sensor which detects indicator color marks, i.e. a red and green color mark, 
usually applied to the string collector to indicate starting and ending of each sample, as well as 
right and left sides of the spray pattern relative to the aircraft.  After the color sensor detects a  
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Figure 3.2  New String Analysis System support structure populated with string analysis components.   
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green or red indicator mark, the data acquisition subroutine is executed.  When the data 
acquisition subroutine is active, data from the rotary encoder and fluorescence sensor are 
interpreted by a BAP24 microcontroller.  As the string collector is pulled in front of the 
fluorescence sensor and around the rotary encoder pulley, the microcontroller converts analog 
voltages (0 - 5 V) from the fluorescence sensor to digital values (0 to 4095).  Simultaneously, as 
the string collector moves the shaft of the rotary encoder, the signal is processed through a 
counter IC (LS7366R, LSI Computer Systems, Inc. – Melville, NY, USA).  The microcontroller 
then converts the rotation count to a linear distance with a resolution of 0.6 mm.  Both 
fluorescence intensity and linear distance digital values are synchronized and then transmitted as 
an ASCII data stream.  The ASCII data stream can be viewed and archived to a laptop via RS232 
serial port.  A terminal program, such as Hyperterminal, can be used to view and record the 
fluorescence intensity and linear distance digital values from the string collector.  The automated 
system continues to process the string collector data until the color sensor detects another green 
or red indicator mark, which signals the completion of a flight pass.  At the completion of the 
pass, the user must save the output data from the terminal software as an ASCII text file.         
3.3 Testing Procedures 
3.3.1 Field Test Location 
Field evaluation was performed at Kent’s Flying Service Airport located in Moreauville, 
LA.  The airport is equipped with an 830 m aircraft runway with approximately 315 m2 area of 
open space.  Two tree lines are present at the location.  One tree line, parallel to the runway, was 
approximately 130 m.  The second tree line, perpendicular to the end of the runway, was 
approximately 285 m.  Figure 3.3 is a satellite image displaying the testing location. 




Figure 3.3  Aerial image of test rack at Kent’s Flying Service Airport in Moreauville, LA.   
 
3.3.2  Field Evaluation of the AFMS 
The AFMS speed and height sensors were evaluated separately during field tests.  To 
evaluate the performance of the speed sensor, two additional methods were used to acquire 
aircraft ground speed data: a GPS receiver (RX350p, Midwest Technologies – Springfield, IL, 
USA) and a “sports grade” hand held radar (HHR).  The HHR is the current preferred method 
used during Operation S.A.F.E. clinics.   
During the test, the AFMS speed sensor was placed at the centerline of the planned 
aircraft path while the HHR was held by an operator. Due to safety concerns, the operator was 
positioned near the edge of the flight line.  The GPS unit was placed inside the cockpit of the 
aircraft prior to take off.  The GPS receiver logged the $GPGGA ASCII string data at 5 Hz.  The 
$GPGGA string data contains both time and position information.  Speed was calculated from 
the difference in distance divided by difference in time from the corresponding GPS data.   





Aircraft Flight Path 
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In addition to comparing speed data, three different sensor orientations were tested to 
determine if sensor orientation in respect to the horizontal plane affected speed measurements.  
After placing the sensor mount platform at the test location, the Stalker® speed sensor was 
adjusted using an angle finder.  The three sensor angles tested were to 30°, 45°, and 90°.  Output 
from the Stalker® speed sensor was recorded continuously with a timestamp.   
The height sensor evaluation was performed near the same test location as the speed 
sensor.  In order to compare measurements obtained with the laser system to a commonly used 
method during the Operation S.A.F.E. clinics, a human operator performed height measurements 
using the similar triangles technique (STT).  After placing the sensor mount platform at the test 
location, the ILM-150HR height sensor was pointed skyward and leveled using a cross check 
level.  Following the installation of the height sensor, an operator was placed 10 m from the edge 
of the airport runway to collect aircraft application height data using the STT. 
During the approach of the aircraft, approximately 3 m before the flight line, both 
systems collected aircraft application height data.  The AFMS system recorded the aircraft height 
data to an onboard memory storage module.  At the same time, the operator lined up the aircraft 
using a sighting scope, then followed a fixed point on the aircraft with the scope until it crossed 
the graduated height scale.  A height value was determined by the intersection of the aircraft and 
scale marking on the graduated height scale.  The operator interpreted the value and recorded it 
to a log sheet for comparison to the AFMS height sensor log file. 
3.3.3 Laboratory Evaluation of the NSAS 
The first experiment tested the effect of separation distance between the cotton string 
collector and CFS.  A 1600 mm in length cotton string collector with a single 5 μL droplet of a 
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10 g/L of rhodamine dye solution was analyzed using the NSAS system.  The RWT dye droplet 
absorbed section of the string collector was exposed to the CFS.  The CFS distance between the 
string collector and sensor was adjusted from 0 to 10 mm in increments of 1 mm.  The intensity 
value with respect to distance was then recorded.   
For the second experiment, the effects of RWT dye concentration on the signal level 
response was tested using 17 solutions with prepared concentrations ranging from 1 x 10-7 to 1 x 
10-2,  0.1 g/L to 1.0, and 10.0 g/L.  A pattern spacing template and string collector clamp bracket 
was constructed as a guide for single droplet placement and to hold each string collector.  Using 
a micropipette, 3 and 5 µL droplets were added to the cotton string collector for absorption.  The 
RWT concentrations and estimated suspended RWT mass in 5 and 3 µL droplet volume 
preparations are summarized in Table 3.1.  
Table 3.1  Rhodamine WT concentration and estimated mass for each droplet size. 
RWT Concentration 
(g/L) 
RWT Mass (µg)  
For 5 μL Droplet 
Volume   
RWT Mass (µg) 
For 3 μL Droplet 
Volume   
1.0 x 10-7 5.0 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-7 
1.0 x 10-6 5.0 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-6 
1.0 x 10-5 5.0 x 10-5 3.0 x 10-5 
1.0 x 10-4 5.0 x 10-4 3.0 x 10-4 
1.0 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-3 3.0 x 10-3 
1.0 x 10-2 5.0 x 10-2 3.0 x 10-2 
1.0 x 10-1 5.0 x 10-1 3.0 x 10-1 
2.0 x 10-1 1.0 x 10+0 6.0 x 10-1 
3.0 x 10-1 1.5 x 10+0 9.0 x 10-1 
4.0 x 10-1 2.0 x 10+0 1.2 x 10+0 
5.0 x 10-1 2.5 x 10+0 1.5 x 10+0 
6.0 x 10-1 3.0 x 10+0 1.8 x 10+0 
7.0 x 10-1 3.5 x 10+0 2.1 x 10+0 
8.0 x 10-1 4.0 x 10+0 2.4 x 10+0 
9.0 x 10-1 4.5 x 10+0 2.7 x 10+0 
1.0 x 10+0 5.0 x 10+0 3.0 x 10+0 
1.0 x 10+1 5.0 x 10+1 3.0 x 10+1 
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These volumes were chosen based on micropipette accuracy.  Droplet volumes less than 3 µL 
and larger than 5 µL were either too small to be consistently expunged from the pipette tip or too 
large to adhere to the cotton string collector.   
A third experiment was performed to determine the effect of speed at which the string 
collector is passed in front of the CFS in the signal response from the sensor.  Six 1600 mm 
string collector samples, each containing a single 5 μL droplet of a 0.9 g/L solution placed at the 
middle of the string collector were prepared and processed in front of the CFS sensor.  The 
NSAS string motorized string pull system was adjusted to process the string collector at speeds 
varying from 1.6 m/min to 5 m/min.  
During testing, room temperature and air relative humidity was recorded. The average 
room temperature was approximately 25°C with relative humidity at 70%.  For the second and 
third experiments, nine drops were transferred to the string collector with a spacing of 160 mm.  
Additionally, for the second experiment, each RWT dye concentration and droplet volume test 
was replicated onto three separate string collectors.  After each droplet application, the string 
collectors were isolated in a dark environment for approximately six hours.  After the allotted 
drying time, the string collectors were transported to the NSAS for processing.   
3.3.1 Field Evaluation of the NSAS 
The NSAS was evaluated by conducting aerial spray applications at Kent’s Flying 
Service Airport located in Moreauville, Louisiana, on October 14, 2011.  The samples were 
collected, transported to Louisiana State University, and processed by the WRK and NSAS.  
Kent’s Flying Service provided a pilot with an AT-401 aircraft (Air Tractor, Inc., Olney, TX), 
outfitted with a spray boom with 64 hydraulic nozzles.   
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In order to test capabilities of the NSAS to detect spray deposition patterns, an 
experiment was setup using two RWT dye concentrations and two different nozzle position 
patterns.  The two concentrations of RWT tracer (Cole-Parmer: SI00298-26) used were 2.7 and 
5.4 g/L (which will be referenced as 1X and 2X, respectively).  Additionally, two nozzle 
configurations were used:  a standard operation nozzle configuration and a modified setup where 
ten consecutive nozzles on the center right-hand side of the spray boom were disable.  The two 
different spray concentrations were used to determine the sensitivity of the CFS and RWT dye 
mixtures.  The modified nozzle setup was also used to determine if the NSAS could detect non-
uniform spray patterns, similar to those observed from malfunctioning spray systems.  The spray 
boom nozzle configurations used for eight passes are illustrated in Figure 3.4.  The aircraft pass 
number, spray boom nozzle pattern, and dye concentration used is summarized in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2  RWT concentration and spray nozzle setup for NSAS field-scale experiments. 
Aircraft Pass Nozzle Pattern Concentration
1 Standard 1X
2 Standard 1X 
3 Modified 1X 
4 Modified 1X 
5 Standard 2X 
6 Standard 2X 
7 Modified 2X 
8 Modified 2X 
 
A 45 m (150 ft) long, 1 mm diameter cotton string collector was setup perpendicular to the 
direction of flight, upwind from the prevailing wind direction.  Indicator marks are placed onto 
the string collector ends using two distinct colors.  On the side of the string that represents the 








Similarly, a 10-cm dark red mark was placed on the opposite end of the string.  After each spray 
deposition pass, between 2 – 5 minutes was reserved to allow for the liquid spray deposition to 
be absorbed by the cotton string collector.  Afterwards, the string motor drive system is activated 
and the sample is wound onto the storage reel.  After the green mark has been seen, the motor 
drive system was allowed to be active for five more seconds, which provides a buffer between 
each spray deposition pass.  Four trials with two replicates were performed (refer to Table 1) for 
a total of eight spray pattern passes.  Each spray patter test was stored onto individual reels and 
then placed in a standard 8 ¾ by 11 ½ brown kraft clasp envelop.  The individual reels were then 
placed into the NSAS where the distance and fluorescence intensity values were recorded.   
The pilot was instructed to operate under normal aerial application conditions: 
approximate speed of 65 m/s (145 MPH) and 3.7 – 4.6 m (12-15 ft.) spray release height.  The 
air temperature and humidity, wind direction, and speed were recorded to a log sheet after each 
aircraft spray pass. 




CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Field Evaluation of the AFMS (Aircraft Ground Speed) 
The AFMS platform recorded the speed measurements acquired by the SSS sensor.  In 
addition, a GPS was installed in the aircraft and used to determine aircraft speed.  A third device, 
the HHR, was operated by an experienced user and the speed value recorded.  Three block 
experiments were performed with the SSS oriented at 30°, 45°, and then 90° for each block.  The 
ground speeds recorded by the SSS and HHR methods were compared to GPS, which was 
designated as the standard for comparing ground speed values.  A percent error for each pass was 
calculated between the HHR – GPS and the SSS – GPS.  The ground speeds obtained from the 
GPS, HHR and SSS methods were used as inputs in Equations 4.1 and 4.2. 
Percent Error 
HHR – GPS ቤ
ܪܪܴீ௥௢௨௡ௗ ௌ௣௘௘ௗ െ ܩܲܵீ௥௢௨௡ௗ ௌ௣௘௘ௗ
ܩܲܵீ௥௢௨௡ௗ ௌ௣௘௘ௗ ቤ ൈ 100 Equation 4.2.1 
   
Percent Error 
SSS – GPS ቤ
ܵܵܵீ௥௢௨௡ௗ	ௌ௣௘௘ௗ െ ܩܲܵீ௥௢௨௡ௗ ௌ௣௘௘ௗ
ܩܲܵீ௥௢௨௡ௗ ௌ௣௘௘ௗ ቤ ൈ 100 Equation 4.2.1 
 
For each of the methods an average percent error was also calculated.  The results for each of the 
three block experiments are summarized in Tables 4.1 – 4.3. 
The first method uses GPS point location and time stamp data to calculate speed via known 
distance per time.  The second method, the HHR, requires a human operator to react to the 
approaching aircraft and activate the sensor to acquire speed data.  The third method, which is 
the AFMS, utilizes the SSS to continuously acquire and record speed data of approaching objects 
within the sensor’s field of view (FOV).  Using the GPS as the standard for comparison, a 
percent error between the HHR and SSS methods were calculated for each SSS orientation 
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variant (refer to Tables 4.1 – 4.3).  The average percent error for each method and SSS 
orientation was also calculated to provide a comparison, the average percent error is summarized 
in the following Table 4.16.  When determining aircraft ground speed, using the AFSM and SSS 
with an orientation of 45° produced the least average error of 3%.  Other angles such as 30° 
would report speed values approximately 8 – 10 m/s slower than what the GPS method reported.  
And at 90° the SSS reported values 60 m/s slower than values reported by the GPS method. 
Table 4.1  AFMS field evaluation of ground speed using GPS, HHR, and SSS at 30°. 
Pass # GPS (m/s) 
HHR 
(m/s) 






1 60 60 52 0.0 13.3 
2 59 59 49 0.0 16.9 
3 60 59 50 1.7 16.7 
4 59 58 49 1.7 16.9 
5 61 60 52 1.6 14.8 
6 58 57 50 1.7 13.8 
7 57 56 47 1.8 17.5 
8 57 57 47 0.0 17.5 
9 58 57 48 1.7 17.2 
Average 
Error (%)  1.1 16.1 
 
 
Table 4.2 AFMS field evaluation of ground speed using GPS, HHR, and SSS at 45°. 
Pass # GPS (m/s) 
HHR 
(m/s) 






1 62 61 60 1.6 3.2 
2 62 58 61 6.5 1.6 
3 62 61 60 1.6 3.2 
4 62 61 60 1.6 3.2 
5 63 61 61 3.2 3.2 
6 63 61 60 3.2 4.8 
7 62 57 61 8.1 1.6 
8 62 60 60 3.2 3.2 
9 62 62 60 0.0 3.2 
Average 
Error (%)  3.2 3.0 
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Table 4.3 AFMS field evaluation of ground speed using GPS, HHR, and SSS at 90°. 
Pass # GPS (m/s) 
HHR 
(m/s) 






1 64 63 3 1.6 95.3 
2 64 65 1 1.6 98.4 
3 64 64 1 0.0 98.4 
4 65 64 3 1.5 95.4 
5 64 63 1 1.6 98.4 
6 64 65 1 1.6 98.4 
7 64 61 1 4.7 98.4 
8 64 63 1 1.6 98.4 
9 63 63 1 0.0 98.4 
Average 
Error (%)  1.6 97.8 
 
The SSS sensor orientation has a significant impact with regards to the accuracy of the 
reported ground speed values.  The SSS orientation affects the FOV, a conical projection with 
the vertex generated from the sensor and base projected away from the sensor.  With the SSS 
sensor oriented at 30°, the area for the target RADAR signal return is focused near the ground.  
Only a small portion of the projected FOV will produce a return signal from the aircraft when 
traveling 4.3 m or greater from the ground.  The resulting reflected RADAR signal would yield 
speed measurements approximately 10 m/s lower than the GPS method reports.  If the sensor has 
been adjusted to an orientation of 90°, the sensor FOV is directed skyward.  As the aircraft 
travels perpendicular to the sensor FOV, the RADAR signal resultant speed measurements are 
determined by the rate of change in distance between the target and SSS, which can be 
interpreted as the rate of change in the height of the aircraft relative to the SSS as it travels 
through the sensor’s FOV.  The lower ground speeds are indicated in Table 4.3.  The ground 
speed measurements are 1 or 3 m/s with a 97.8% error.  Based on the three orientations tested, 
the optimum orientation of the SSS is 45°.  With the SSS at an orientation of 45°, the sensor’s 
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FOV is focused in a manner best for detecting the approaching aircraft’s reflected RADAR 
signal as it travels through the projected field.  The SSS at 45° orientation yielded speed results 
approximately 2 m/s slower than the speed calculated using the GPS.  The SSS at an orientation 
of 45° also yielded the lowest average percent error. 
In addition to the SSS, a second method, the HHR, was also used to determine aircraft 
ground speed.  The HHR is typically used during aerial application fly-in clinics.  For the field 
evaluation, these measurements were acquired by an experienced human operator.  During each 
aircraft approach, a single ground speed measurement was acquired.  The average percent error 
was less than 3% for the HHR method in all three block tests.  However, in typical scenarios 
when inexperienced operators are acquiring data, the percent error may increase.  The 
inexperienced operators may acquire data incorrectly by following the aircraft with the HHR or 
fail to obtain a reading for each pass. 
For both methods, HHR and SSS at 45°, the accuracy tolerance required for aircraft ground 
speed is a maximum of 3 m/s.  In practice, the aircraft ground speed is one parameter used to 
calculate the liquid dispersal system volume application rate (l/ha) (see Appendix G for example 
calculation).  Typically, the volume application rates are rounded to the next integer value.  A 
sensitivity analysis was performed using the volume application rate formula and varying aircraft 
ground speed.  It was observed that a minimum of 3 m/s was required to change the volume 
application rate by 1 l/ha.  Based on the results obtained from the field evaluations and the 
aircraft ground speed, both HHR and SSS at 45° are acceptable methods for calculating volume 
application rates.  However, as previously discussed, the HHR method will vary from technician 
to technician.  The AFMS with the SSS at 45° would continuously acquire aircraft ground speed 
with repeatable measurement methods and accuracy.  
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4.2 Field Evaluation of the AFMS (Aircraft Application Height) 
The AFMS secondary function recorded the aircraft application height acquired by the 
ILM sensor.  In addition, a manual measurement was acquired by an experienced observer using 
the STT method.  For each pass approximately 50 – 80 sample points were acquired by the 
AFMS with the ILM sensor.  The average of all valid values collected by the automated system 
was calculated.  A percent error between the automated ILM and STT methods as well as the 
overall average percent error was calculated, summarized in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 AFMS Field Evaluation application height acquisition test with aircraft height as 
determined by averaging ILM data, STT methods with calculated absolute difference for each 
pass, and overall average difference. 




|ILM – STT|  (m) 
1 4.0 3.4 0.6 
2 4.4 3.7 0.7 
3 4.2 3.7 0.5 
4 3.9 3.4 0.5 
5 4.1 3.4 0.7 
6 4.0 3.4 0.6 
7 3.9 3.7 0.2 
8 4.4 4.0 0.4 
9 3.8 3.7 0.1 
10 4.3 3.0 1.3 
11 8.1 6.7 1.4 
12 8.2 7.6 0.6 
13 7.4 6.7 0.7 
14 8.6 6.4 2.2 
15 5.2 6.7 1.5 
16 7.2 6.7 0.5 
17 7.4 7.0 0.4 
18 7.6 7.0 0.6 
19 7.5 6.7 0.8 
20 7.3 6.7 0.6 
Average 




The ILM sensor has been calibrated and certified by the manufacturer to produce accurate 
distance readings.  Because of the certification, the ILM sensor has been designated as the 
standard for comparison measurement.  During each approach of the aircraft over the ILM, the 
reflected signal from the different features below the aircraft yields a distance measurement from 
the sensor.  The dimension from propeller to tail and speed at which the aircraft passes over the 
ILM affects the number of estimated data points.  Approximately 50 to 80 data points are 
acquired per pass.  On agricultural aircraft’s liquid spray system, components are mounted to the 
underside of the fuselage near the center of the aircraft.  The landing gear, aircraft hull geometry, 
and spray equipment components create unique features that reflect the ILM signal.  As the 
aircraft travels over the ILM sensor, the propeller will reflect a signal which indicates the start of 
the height profile data.  As the aircraft travels past the ILM sensor, the distance between the 
underside of the aircraft and sensor are recorded.  In Figure 4.1, a diagram of the main 
components is described, along with an estimated breakdown of four discrete sections that are 
unique to the aircraft’s profile.  It should be noted that the aircraft depicted in Figure 4.1 is based 
on an Air Tractor® 401B.  The profiles may differ from manufacturer to manufacturer.  As the 
aircraft passes the ILM sensor, the beginning 7% of the data represents height data between the 
sensor and propeller.  Continuing on, 39% of the data represents the fuselage section that 
contains the storage tank and cockpit section.  The recorded height values are consistent within 
this region of the aircraft.  The third section is the fuselage tail section and contains 45% of the 
data, which produces a set of values that indicates an increase in height.  The increase in height 
trend is continued with the last 9% of the data, which represents the fourth section of the aircraft.  
The fourth section is the horizontal and vertical stabilizer section.  The increase in height trend is 
to be expected due to the geometry of the rear aircraft.     
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For accurate height measurements, the center of the aircraft should fly, as centered as 
possible, directly over the ILM sensor.  In practice, flying perfectly centered over the ILM sensor 
may prove difficult.  Several scenarios may occur.  The first scenario, assumes the aircraft is 
flying as centered as possible.  The ILM sensor acquires height data from the propeller, cockpit 
and storage tank fuselage section, pump and spray boom system, tail fuselage section and 
horizontal stabilizer.  The second scenario is when the aircraft is 1 – 1.3 m offset in either 
direction from the center of the ILM sensor.  The height results will be based on the wheel of the 
landing gear, wing and horizontal stabilizer.  The third scenario assumes the aircraft travels at 
angles greater than 10° from the center of the ILM sensor.  Scenario 3 would result in 
measurements of features from one side of the aircraft and ending with measurements from the 
opposite side; i.e., an aircraft traveling towards an observer with height measurements starting 
from the right landing gear and ending with the left horizontal stabilizer.     
 
Figure 4.1  Aircraft components and estimated ILM scanning areas during height acquisition.   
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To account for the measurements acquired in any of the previously discussed scenarios, the 
average of all valid data was used to calculate the aircraft application height.  For the first 
scenario, the average of the height data would result in a measurement approximately ±0.3 m 
from the edge of the wing near the spray boom location.  For the second and third scenarios the 
average of the data would place the height within ± 0.5 m from the edge of the wing (see Figure 
4.1 for estimated heights with respect to scenarios 1 – 3).   
In addition to the height measurements acquired by the ILM sensor, the STT method was 
also used.  The STT method is the current method used for determining aircraft application 
height.  For the field evaluation study the STT method was performed by an experienced 
technician.  Based on the data from Table 4.4, the measurement determined by the AFMS with 
ILM sensor was approximately 0.7 m greater than the values reported by the STT with an 
average absolute difference of 0.7 m.  While using the STT method during the approach of an 
aircraft, a technician is required to locate the spray boom through a sighting scope, follow the 
trajectory and determine the application height within a 250 ms time frame.  The heights 
determined by the STT method will vary due factors such as experience and/or level of fatigue.   
In practice, the determination of aircraft application height is important to account for the 
spray deposition pattern produced by the liquid dispersal equipment.  The acceptable tolerance 
for the height measurement can be ±1 m.  Generally the aircraft application height recorded is 
used to determine if an aircraft applied at a height between 3.7 – 4.7 m for lower altitude 
spraying such as herbicide formulations.  The AFMS with the ILM sensor would be able to be 
placed in the field and determine aircraft application height with repeatable measurement 
methods and accuracy. 
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The prototype AFMS system can be placed in field, and automate the aircraft ground speed 
and application height measurements required for equipment calibration.  The AFMS allows for 
one operator to acquire two separate measurements.  The AFMS system would reduce the 
number of required technicians needed for aircraft ground speed and AARH measurements.  The 
measurement methods are also repeatable and accurate per manufacture’s certification.   
4.3 Laboratory Small-Scale Scale Evaluation of the NSAS 
4.3.1 Separation distance between sample string and CFS signal response 
The NSAS platform utilizes the CFS to detect RWT dye.  The system was tested with a 
10 g/L concentration of RWT dye at a 5 µL droplet volume deposited onto a 1 mm diameter 
cotton string of 1600 mm length.  The 10 g/L concentration was chosen based on the maximum 
concentration that would be prepared for aircraft spray pattern testing.  After the droplet was 
completely absorbed into the string sampler, a section of absorbed RWT dye was placed in front 
of the CFS at varying separation distance.  The peak sensor response with respect to separation 
distance results are illustrated in Figure 4.1.  The results indicate the optimal separation distance 
between the sensor and sample string is 2 mm, which has a 2.38 V response for a 10 g/L – 5 µL 
RWT concentration and droplet volume dye deposit. 
 
Figure 4.2 NSAS Cyclops-7 signal response due to separation distance between sample string 
and sensor. 























4.3.2 Rhodamine WT dye concentration and droplet volume to CFS response 
The next study was to determine if varying the concentration of RWT dye as well as 
volume of the concentration produces different signal responses that could be detected by the 
CFS.  Each RWT dye concentration and volume droplet was replicated 9 times per 1600 mm 
string sampler.  In addition, each string sampler with RWT dye concentration and volume droplet 
was replicated 3 times, for a total of 18 samples.  The average sensor response of the 18 samples 
for each dye concentration (1 x 10-7 to 10 g/L, by a factor of 10) and volume droplet (3 µL and 5 
µL) are illustrated in Figure 4.3.  A second plot which relates RWT mass deposited by each 
volume droplet and CFS responses are in Figure 4.4. 
The CFS voltage response for cotton sampler string was approximately 0.8 ± 0.05 Volts.  
The collected data indicate that CFS responses to concentrations between 1 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-4 g/L 
are difficult to discern from the cotton sampler string response.  Similarly, the CFS responses 
from the varying RWT mass between 5 x 10-7 to 5 x 10-4 µg deposited by a 5 µL volume droplet, 
and 3 x 10-7 to 3 x 10-4 µg deposited by a 3 µL volume droplet are also difficult to discern from 
the cotton sampler string response.   
However, concentrations between 1 x 10-3 to 1 x 10-1 g/L, RWT mass between 5 x 10-3 to 
5 x 10-1 µg deposited by a 5 µL volume droplet, and 3 x 10-3 to 3 x 10-1 µg deposited by a 3 µL 
volume droplet indicates that the CFS response increases as RWT concentration and mass 
increase.  Conversely, concentrations between 1 x 10-1 to 1 x 101 g/L, RWT mass between 5 x 
10-1 to 5 x 101 µg deposited by a 5 µL volume droplet, and 3 x 10-1 to 3 x 101 µg deposited by a 
3 µL volume droplet indicates that the CFS response decreases as RWT concentration and mass 
increase.  In either case, a common trend is the 5 µL volume droplets produced a positive voltage 




Figure 4.3  CFS responses to RWT dye concentration deposited by 3 and 5 µL droplet. 
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 Within the laboratory small-scale experiments, as the concentration of RWT dye decreased from 
1.0 to 0.1 g/L, the average sensor response increased (see Figure 4.5).  In addition, when 
comparing average sensor responses based on equivalent RWT Mass in different suspended 
volumes ( i.e. 3 µg of RWT Mass suspended in a 1.0 g/L – 3 µL volume droplet versus 3 µg of 
RWT Mass suspended in a 0.6 g/L – 5 µL volume droplet) sensor response did not yield 
equivalent readings; 2.4 Volts versus 3.53 Volts, respectively, see Figure 4.6.    
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Figure 4.6  CFS average peak response for RWT dye mass deposited by 3 and 5 µL droplet. 
 
The CFS sensor is designed with an excitation light source and receiver.  Both excitation source 
and receiver are mounted parallel to each other with a separation of 4 mm from each other.  Both 
source and receiver components are also protected by an individual 3 mm wide waterproof lens.  
When the sample string is placed 2 mm in front of the CFS, the excitation source excites a small 
portion of the string, approximately 1 mm x 4 mm.  Also, only the front half of the string 
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No. C43-338, Edmunds Optics – Barrington, NJ, USA) was also used to redirect the excitation 
source to the opposite side of the string to detect fluorescence.  However, the presence or 
absence of the mirror did not produce a change in the results.  Due to the location of the 
excitation source and receiver, the string collector blocks any of the optics the spherical mirror 
would be reflecting back to the receiver.   
 During the experiment, as each droplet was placed onto the string, the cotton string 
exhibited a wicking effect which caused the liquid mixture to be absorbed and spread into the 
string sampler.  As the droplets were absorbed into the string, the visible dye absorbed into the 
string could be measured, termed as spread factor.  For 5 µL and 3 µL volume droplets, the 
spread factor measures were approximately 20 ± 5 mm and 10 ± 5 mm, respectively.  The CFS is 
only able to determine fluorescence intensity values of exposed RWT particles.  The CFS is not 
able to determine RWT that has been absorbed below the surface layer of the sample string.  A 
possible explanation for the results obtained in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, due to higher concentrations, 
cotton string components and mechanics of the wicking effect, less RWT particles are deposited 
on the string sampler surface.  Inversely, as the concentration decreases, more RWT particles are 
deposited on the string sampler surface.  Afterwards, when analyzing the sampler, with lower 
concentration droplets, higher fluorescence values were able to be detected.   
 The results indicated little correlation between RWT Mass and sensor response values.  
In addition, it also indicated an inverse relationship between the RWT Dye concentration and 
sensor response.  Also, a similar trend is present between RWT Dye concentration and sensor 
response when comparing two different droplet volumes.  It is important to note that, a change in 
sensor response was detected when varying the RWT Dye concentrations. 
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4.3.3 String processing speed and CFS response 
The final study was to determine if the speed at which string with RWT dye passed in 
front of the CFS sensor receptor affected the signal output.  A 0.9 g/L – 5 µL droplet was placed 
onto a 1600 mm length and 1 mm diameter cotton string collector.  The separation distance 
between the CFS and string sampler was adjusted to 2 mm.  The string collector was then 
processed at varying speeds and the voltage response from the CFS was recorded.  The string 
processing speeds and peak signal response is illustrated in Figure 4.7.  Using the slowest string 
processing speed (1.6 m/min), the CFS would output the highest signal return of 2.89 Volts.  And 
with the system at 5.0 m/min, the CFS would output the lowest 1.81 Volts (see Figure 4.8).   
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Figure 4.8  CFS signal response for string pull speeds between 1.6 m/min to 5 m/min 
 
In addition to the string processing speed, the internal circuitry of the CFS requires a 
minimum of 1 second to reach peak sensor response (indicated between dashed lines 1 and 2 in 
Figure 4.9).   Also the CFS requires 2 seconds to return to base line voltage of the natural 
fluorescence from the cotton string sampler (indicated between dashed lines 2 and 3 in Figure 
4.9).  The CFS integration time may explain the reason for the decrease in peak signal response 
as the speed increased.  As the speed increased, the RWT exposure to the CFS sensor decreased.  
Additionally, the CFS requires 2 seconds to return to base level voltages.  After the immediate 
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hardware.  The decreasing voltage from RWT presence to a base level is indicated by the plot in 
Figure 4.8.         
 
Figure 4.9  CFS characteristic response with RWT for 1 second exposure.   
 
String processing speeds affect both peak signal responses and practical use for processing 
deposition patterns collected during calibration clinics.  While analyzing the deposition data, the 
highest signal return is present when working with string processing speeds of 1.6 m/min.  In 
practice, typical deposition patterns are deposited onto 45 m length cotton string collectors.  
String processing speeds of 1.6 m/min would require approximately 28 minutes for processing 
the deposition pattern sample.  At higher string processing speeds of 5.0 m/min, the processing 
time would be reduced to 9 minutes while reducing the peak signal response ~60%.   



























4.4 Field-Scale Evaluation of the NSAS 
For the field scale evaluation of the NSAS platform, aerial liquid spray deposition patterns 
were collected and processed by the NSAS.  During the study, two concentrations of RWT dye 
and two nozzle configurations were used.  Each RWT dye concentration and nozzle 
modifications were replicated twice.  Eight liquid deposition patterns were collected to 
individual 1 mm diameter, 45 m length cotton string collector.  However, after initial analysis of 
the resulting spray deposition patterns, the 1X and 2X concentrations – modified nozzle setup 
data (Passes 3 and 7), were not used for comparison (refer to Table 3.2 for aircraft concentration 
and nozzle setup parameters).  These two data sets produced deposition patterns that were too 
variable.  The deposition patterns suggest a possibility of drift that may have shifted the spray 
plume generating unusable patterns to be recorded.   
The deposition patterns determined by the NSAS were overlapped with various 
combinations of concentrations and nozzle setups for comparison.  The coefficient of variation 
(CV) was calculated based on results from the dataset collected by the NSAS and the effective 
swath width was determined.   
4.4.1 NSAS Pattern overlap  
The string samples collected during the field test were processed by the NSAS system 
and required post processing methods to smooth the data to make qualitative comparisons.  The 
NSAS does not contain an electronic hardware filter between the CFS and data acquisition 
system.  Therefore, large voltage spikes were recorded into the final results file.  A 25-point 
adjacent averaging method was applied to each string collector in order to produce plots for 
overlapping comparisons.  The adjacent averaging point number was determined by processing 
one of the 1X concentrations and standard nozzle setup spray deposition pattern data.  The spray 
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deposition raw data was averaged using points between 0 - 50, in increments of 5.  Each of the 
eleven adjacent average datasets used to calculate CV’s with an effective swath width of 15.2 m.  
The difference between each of the consecutive calculated CV’s decreased exponentially as the 
adjacent averaging points increased.  As the adjacent averaging points approached 25, the 
difference between the consecutive CV’s was less than 1%.   
To determine if the concentration made significant impact, the processed data was 
grouped and analyzed based on nozzle setup.  Overlap plots were also produced to compare each 
pass and replicate.  The qualitative analysis of concentration effects for the standard nozzle setup 
group would indicate that the 2X concentrations produced higher sensor response readings than 
the 1X (see Figure 4.10).  However, when analyzing the data for the modified nozzle setup 
group, there are instances that show 1X concentration produced a higher sensor response than the 
2X (see Figure 4.11).  Due to these conflicting results, it is difficult to determine if the 
concentration of RWT dye produces a significant affect.  Some of the RWT dye deposition 
responses may have experienced similar effects to those obtained from the small-scale testing. 
The aircraft used to generate the spray pattern was equipped with sixty CP09 nozzles 
using orifice size 2 mm (0.078 in), deflector angle of 0°, 45 PSI and speed of 60 m/s (134 MPH).  
Using these parameters the spray system would generate droplets with sizes at least 50% smaller 
than 387µm and 50% larger than 387 µm.  It is difficult to predict the combinations of droplet 




Figure 4.10  Comparison of standard setup - 1X concentration versus standard setup - 2X concentration effect on deposition of 





Figure 4.11  Comparison of modified setup - 1X concentration versus modified setup - 2X concentration effect on deposition of 
aerially applied spray.    
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within the regions as discussed in Section 4.4.2.  One distinction that must be made, the spray 
deposition produced from the field- scale testing generated smaller droplet sizes and volumes 
and a continuous pattern.  The RWT mass deposited onto the string collector may have consisted 
of smaller quantities but with continuous deposits across longer lengths of the string collector, 
which is opposite to the small-scale laboratory test with a large RWT mass absorbed to a small 
length of the string collector.  The CFS response differed due to the longer continuous amounts 
of RWT absorbed on the string as opposed to short burst detection in the small-scale testing. 
4.4.2 NSAS Pattern overlay analysis for deposition pattern “hole” detection 
To determine if the NSAS system could detect deposition patterns similar to what may be 
experienced when nozzles are malfunctioning, a section of 10 nozzles (referred to as “modified 
nozzle setup”) were disabled during aerial spraying.  The modified nozzle setup spray deposition 
patterns were overlaid with standard nozzle setups in Figures 4.12 – 4.15.  A standard nozzle 
setup pattern produced a unique 3 peak signature between distances 15,000 to 30,000 mm.  For a 
modified nozzle setup, a large valley could be detected within the pattern between distances of 
15,000 to 30,000 mm.  Due to possibilities of drift during the aerial spraying process, the data 
sets required realignments for the centers each pattern.    
In Figures 4.16 – 4.19, the plots indicate that the NSAS was able to distinguish a 
difference in spray patterns generated by standard and modified nozzle setups.  The centers of 
the deposition patterns generated from standard and modified nozzle setups were aligned.  After 
alignment of the plots an inverse relationship could be seen between 20,000 – 25,000 mm.  As 
the standard nozzle setup deposition plot increase, the modified nozzle setup deposition plot 
decreased.  The pattern is represents lack of spray near the section of the spray equipment where 




Figure 4.12  Comparison of standard setup - 1X concentration versus modified setup - 1X concentration effect on deposition of 




Figure 4.13  Comparison of standard setup - 2X concentration versus modified setup - 1X concentration effect on deposition of 




Figure 4.14  Comparison of standard setup with 1X concentration versus modified setup with 2X concentration effect on deposition of 




Figure 4.15  Comparison of standard versus modified setup effect on deposition of aerially applied spray at 2X concentration.  
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4.4.3 Coefficient of Variation calculations 
The coefficient of variation (CV) is a method used to characterize the uniformity 
distribution pattern for the effective swath width of the liquid spray distribution system setup.  
The CV is calculated by using the dataset of a pass which is copied and totaled several times to 
produce a simulated distribution pattern.  For the CV calculations, only a one-direction 
application pattern CV was calculated.  The dataset should consist of a distance/location and 
fluorescent intensity values normalized to [0-1].  The one-direction application pattern is 
produced by first plotting the original data.  Then a copy of the data is added to the original data 
set such that the center of the datasets are a specified distance apart (based on the recorded 
distances/locations of the dataset).  A third copy is then performed in a similar fashion, while 
maintaining the same specified distance from the centers between the second and third pattern.  
The specified distance is the effective swath width.  For the CV calculations effective swath 
widths between 15.2 to 18.3 m in increments of 0.6 m were used.  The overlap patterns simulate 
a left-wing pattern overlapping a right-wing pattern when the aircraft travels in the one-direction 
application pattern.  The normalized fluorescence intensity values are summed for each 
distance/location between the first pattern center to the third pattern center.  These new values 
are used to calculate the mean, standard deviation and finally the CV’s (refer to Equation 4.5.1). 
ܥ݋݂݂݁݅ܿ݅݁݊ݐ	݋݂	ܸܽݎ݅ܽݐ݅݋݊ ൌ 	ܵݐܽ݊݀ܽݎ݀ ܦ݁ݒ݅ܽݐ݅݋݊ܯ݁ܽ݊ ൈ 100 Equation 4.5.1 
 
An effective distribution pattern should approximate either a triangular or trapezoidal 
pattern.  The maximum deposit should be centered directly underneath the aircraft and decrease 
near the extremes ends of the pattern.  For each effective swath width a CV value is calculated.  
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The greatest swath width with the lowest CV (recommended to be 15% or less) is determined to 
be the effective swath used.  
Table 4.5  Coefficient of variation using “Racetrack” flight pattern. 
Swath 
(m) 
1X Concentrate Standard Nozzle Setup 
CV (%) 
2X Concentrate Standard Nozzle Setup 
CV (%) 
15.2 18 23 
15.8 20 26 
16.5 21 28 
17.1 25 29 
17.7 21 29 
18.3 22 29 
 
In practice, the recommended swath width is used to determine the application rate, the 
efficiency of coverage an agricultural aircraft can apply.  A sensitivity analysis was performed to 
determine the minimum effective swath width required to cause a significant change in 
application rate calculations (See Appendix G for example calculations).  The application rate 
was calculated while setting the aircraft average ground speed, output rate constant and only 
varying the swath width.  The sensitivity analysis indicates approximately a 1.2 m change in 
swath width was required to change the tenth’s place of the application rate.  For field 




CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
The goals for the research project was to design and evaluate two automated platforms for 
acquiring time critical agricultural aviation aircraft data and spray deposition pattern analysis to 
be used for aerial application calibration clinics similar to Operation S.A.F.E. programs.  The 
first platform, AFMS was designed to acquire aircraft ground and application release height by 
adapting a commercially available sensor.  The second platform, NSAS was designed to analyze 
spray deposition data collected onto 1 mm diameter cotton string samplers.   
The AFMS system was able to determine aircraft ground speeds (sensor orientation at 45° 
above the horizon) with an average error of 3% when compared to GPS speed determination 
methods.  The AFMS secondary measurement system was able to determine aircraft application 
release height with an average difference of 0.7 m when compared to the currently used STT 
method.  The aircraft ground speed and application heights reported by the AFMS are within 
acceptable tolerance for the types of calculations practiced by agricultural aviation operators.        
The NSAS system was designed to automate the analysis of spray deposition patterns 
collected onto 1 mm diameter cotton string samplers.  The red-green-blue color sensor was able 
to detect red and green color marks, used to separate each spray deposition sample pass, in order 
to automatically start and stop the analysis of each deposition sample.  For RWT detection, the 
Cyclops – 7 Rhodamine WT dye sensor was configured with a separation distance of 2 mm from 
the string collector.  
Small-scale laboratory trials were performed to determine sensor response to varying 
concentrations of RWT and droplet volumes.  Droplet concentrations between 1 x 10-3 to 1 x 10-1 
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g/L produced an increase in CFS voltage as concentration increased.  However, concentrations 
from 1 x 10-1 to 1 x 101 g/L produced an inverse relationship, as concentration increased the CFS 
voltage response decreased.  Within the concentration range, interaction between the RWT water 
mixture and cotton string sampler may be introducing errors.  These errors create difficulties in 
determining concentrations based on CFS voltage response for a sample that contains 
concentrations between 1 x 10-3 to 1 x 10+1 g/L.   
The CFS response to sample processing speed was also tested.  The system reported peak 
response of 2.89 Volts when processing at the slowest setting of 1.6 m/min and 1.81 Volts at the 
highest setting of 5.0 m/min.  The best voltage responses are acquired when the string processing 
time is at the slowest setting.  However, in typical operations, string samples are a minimum of 
45.7 m long.  Setting the string processing speed to 1.6 m/min will require 28 minutes to process 
one string sample.  With the fastest setting of 5.0 m/min, the processing time will decrease to 9 
minutes.   
The field scale NSAS evaluation, two levels of concentrations were used and two spray 
equipment nozzle pattern parameters were tested using aircraft equipment with a liquid spray 
system.  The first parameter was to determine if the concentrations affected NSAS sensor 
responses.  The second parameter was to determine if the NSAS could detect irregular patterns 
similar to those produced by failing nozzles.   
The first parameter tested, indicated that within each string sample, the NSAS was able to 
determine higher sensor responses near the center of the string collector, which is indicative to 
the center of the aircraft and equipment spray release.  However, after comparing deposition 
results between 1X and 2X concentrations, the results indicated no discernible difference with 
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sensor response due to RWT dye concentrations.  Aerial spray systems generate a range of 
droplet sizes 203 – 668 µm.  Each sample may have collected concentrations of RWT within 1 x 
10-3 to 1 x 10+1 g/L factor, in which case the results would follow the results from the laboratory 
scale RWT concentration and droplet volume test.  
The second parameter tested, was to determine if the NSAS was able to detect irregular 
spray patterns.  During the field-scale evaluation, four passes were applied using a standard 
operation nozzle setup and another four pass were applied using a modified nozzle setup (10 
nozzles disabled on the right wing section near the center).  The results for a standard nozzle 
setup indicated higher sensor readings near the center of the plot along with a distinctive 3 high-
peak signature.  After analyzing spray deposition patterns for a modified nozzle setup, higher 
sensor readings were near the center of the plot, however a distinctive low-valley signature could 
be seen on the right 50% of the pattern section.  A plot was generated which overlay a standard 
nozzle setup and a modified nozzle setup spray pattern together with different combinations 
based on concentration.  Once the standard and modified nozzle deposition patterns were 
overlapped and each pattern centered, the modified nozzle setup hole pattern was able to be 
discerned. 
 The goals of the research project were to develop two automated systems to acquire 
critical data that could be used in the programs such as Operation S.A.F.E.  The AFMS system 
could be deployed in the field to acquire aircraft ground speed and application release height.  
The AFMS unit would reduce the number of required technicians normally needed in the field, 
and increase data collection efficiencies and measurement dependability.  Through several 
experiments several parameters regarding the CFS were determined.  The CFS and string 
collector sampler separation distance of 2 mm produced the best sensor response.  Also the 
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NSAS platform integrated an automated method to detect the beginning and end of a string 
collector sample pass via the color sensor.  In addition, variable speeds were made possible with 
the integration of the variable speed motor controllers.  The variable speeds would allow a user 
to processing string collector data with higher sensitivity readings at a slower speed or increased 
speed with a decrease in sensitivity.  The NSAS was able to process spray deposition pattern 
collectors and provide data to produce a plot for visual analysis of spray equipment performance 
5.2 Future Considerations 
The future considerations for both AFMS and NSAS platforms are categorized into two 
topics: instrumental design and suggested research.  The instrumental design recommendations 
for the AFMS should include electronic components that transmit information wirelessly to a 
centralized terminal.  Aircraft ground speed, application release height data and weather 
conditions will be processed and updated to the terminal.  In addition, the terminal would allow a 
technician to input aircraft parameters to generate a finalized report with all of the data 
organized.   
 The suggested research for the AFMS should include integration and evaluation of the 
remote trigger automated weather station.  A portable automated weather station was designed to 
monitor weather conditions with the ability to view data and control the system remotely.  
However, it was not able to be incorporated with the field scale testing.  The remote trigger and 
activation of the automated weather station did prove successful with indoor testing.  The system 
is to be placed several hundred meters from the flight line and away from objects that may 
interfere with sensor readings.  The portable automated weather station consists of five primary 
components: weather monitoring sensors, datalogger with monitoring program, wireless signal 
receiver circuit, single board computer (SBC) with datalogger management software, and 
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support tripod.  The portable automated weather station was assembled using research grade 
components that were modified and purchased from Campbell® Scientific, Inc. (CSI - Logan, 
UT).  The weather station used the HMP45C air temperature and humidity probe, and 034B 
Wind Set for wind speed and direction.  The sensors were connected to CR3000 Micrologger® 
for power, program execution and data storage.  The CR3000 executed a customized program 
that monitored weather instrumentation and control ports.   
The monitoring program executed by the CR3000 recorded sensor output with a sampling 
interval of 1Hz.  All sensor outputs were recorded to internal memory as data tables.  The 
CR3000 stored 2, and 10 minute average air temperature and humidity, and wind speed and 
direction data.  In addition, a third data table recorded the instantaneous 1second data throughout 
a spray pattern test trial.  However, the third data table was only active when the control port of 
the CR3000 was activated, after +5VDC has been applied to the port.   
 The future considerations for the NSAS include a new redesign of the system 
components to be smaller and compact.  During usage of the NSAS, a large amount of lint was 
produced from processing spray pattern cotton string collectors.  Design considerations need to 
include enclosures/covers to prevent lint buildup onto rotating mechanical components and 
electronic circuits.  Finally an alternative for tracer detection hardware to the CFS sensor should 
be considered.  Other sensors such as a USB2000 (Ocean Optics, Inc. – Dunedin, FL, USA) 
could be retrofitted to the NSAS and analyze pattern deposition via colorimetric methods.  
Another alternative would be to construct a customized optical emitter and detector array with 
appropriate optical filters, mirrors and collimator for detecting tracer dyes. 
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The suggested research for NSAS should focus on the dye tracer sensor.  A study needs to 
be conducted to determine how the RWT interacts with the cotton string collector.  Further study 
needs to be conducted to determine optimal RWT dye concentrations to use with the Cyclops – 7 
sensor.  Also studies should be conducted on alternative materials for spray pattern collection as 
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APPENDIX B:  AFMS Prototype Field Deployment 
  
Stalker Speed Sensor 
ILM-150HR 
Electronic Control Unit
10W Solar Panel 
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APPENDIX C: NSAS Primary IC Components and Connections  
Component Distributor Usage Description 
BasicATOM Pro 28 Basic Micro Microcontroller for detecting: Start/Stop indicator marks (RGB Sensor), CFS output (A/D conversion), string distance (LS7366) 
BasicATOM Nano 28 Basic Micro Microcontroller for string motor pull speed and direction operations 
TCS3200 with DB-Expander Parallax Red-Green-Blue color sensor for detecting start/stop indicator mark 
LS7366 LSI Computer Systems, Inc. Decoder chip to convert rotary encoder information to distance via BasicATOM Pro 28. 
 




BasicATOM Pro 28 wiring connections to support and sensor hardware





P0  Analog Input  P3 Cyclops
P1 
P2 
P3  OUT  C  TCS3200
P4  S2  E  TCS3200
P5  S3  F  TCS3200
P6  OUTPUT  P20
P7  INPUT  P10 BAN28
P8  SS  P4 LS7366R
P9  SCK  P5 LS7366R
P10  MISO  P6 LS7366R
P11  MOSI  P7 LS7366R
P12  OUTPUT  P17 BAN28
P13  OUTPUT  P18 BAN28
P14  OUTPUT  P19 BAN28
P15 
P16  INPUT  Pulled Low P6 BAN28









BasicATOM Nano 28 wiring connections to support and sensor hardware




P0  SCL  SCL MPR121
P1  SDA  SDA MPR121
P2  Clock  CKI WSC2801
P3  Data  SDI WSC2801
P4  OUTPUT  P13 LS7366R
P5 
P6  OUTPUT  P16 BAP24
P7  OUTPUT  P17 BAP24
P8 
P9  HPWM  PWM  Pololu
P10  OUTPUT   P7 BAP24
P11  SPI  Clock  P13 MAX 7219
P12  SPI  Load  P12 MAX 7219
P13  SPI  Data  P1 MAX 7219
P14  SPI  Data  WSC2801
P15  SPI  Clock  WSC2801
P16  Output  CPC121BY
P17  Input  Pulled LOW  P12 BAP24
P18  Input  Pulled LOW  P13 BAP24
P19  Input  Pulled LOW  P14 BAP24
P20  Input  P6 BAP24
P21  OUTPUT  P5 Cyclops 7 X10 Gain
P22  OUTPUT  P6 Cyclops 7 X100 Gain
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NSAS Prototype Sensor and Component Support Structure (Continued) 




APPENDIX E: NSAS Prototype System Images 
String Guide 
String Collector Reel String Collector Reel 






APPENDIX F: Post Processing Procedures for Data Collected by AFMS and NSAS  
AFMS Speed Sensor Data:  
Date Time Speed (m/sec)  
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 2 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 64 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 64 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 64 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 64 2011 10 04 17:13:23 62 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 63 2011 10 04 17:13:23 4 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 63 2011 10 04 17:13:23 4 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 63 2011 10 04 17:13:23 4 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 63 2011 10 04 17:13:23 4 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 63 2011 10 04 17:13:23 4 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 62 2011 10 04 17:13:23 3 
2011 10 04 17:13:21 2 2011 10 04 17:13:22 62 2011 10 04 17:13:23 3 
 
For each test, the automated speed sensor data was recorded as an ASCII text file.  The speed 
sensor data was appended with a time stamp value during data acquisition.  After the completion 
of field tests, the ASCII text file was then imported to a spreadsheet program and a dataset for 
each aircraft speed test pass was extracted.  The dataset for each pass was located by matching 
the timestamp recorded during in field data acquisition.  Each dataset consists of approximately 
22 values that correspond to the aircraft ground speed, during the approach towards the flight 
line.  The data consisted of a range from 0 and increased to the actual target ground speed.  This 
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range of values is due to the location of the aircraft relative the geometry of the SSS projected 
field.  Considering most agricultural aviation aircraft travel at least 40 m/s (90 MPH) during 
aerial application routines, AFMS recorded speed data greater than “40” should considered as 
valid.  Values less than 40 could be due to the location of the aircraft relative to the SSS, 
personnel walking in front of the SSS, field indicators flags flapping in the wind, etc.  During the 
test, the aircraft should be traveling at a consistent speed by the time it approaches the flight line.  
The AFMS is placed near the flight line so that the maximum speed value acquired corresponds 
with the aircraft’s ground speed when it is within the optimum responsive area of the field 
projected by the SSS.  For each dataset, the maximum speed value was extracted to compare 
with the values acquired by the HHR and GPS. 
 
GPS Sensor Data:   
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O 
$GPGGA 183451.2 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.1 M -26 M 5.2 0138*4A 
$GPGGA 183451.4 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.2 M -26 M 5.4 0138*41 
$GPGGA 183451.6 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.2 M -26 M 5.6 0138*41 
$GPGGA 183451.8 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.2 M -26 M 5.8 0138*40 
$GPGGA 183452 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.2 M -26 M 6 0138*4C 
$GPGGA 183452.2 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.3 M -26 M 6.2 0138*4D 
$GPGGA 183452.4 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.3 M -26 M 6.4 0138*4C 
$GPGGA 183452.6 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.3 M -26 M 6.6 0138*4F 
$GPGGA 183452.8 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.3 M -26 M 6.8 0138*4F 
$GPGGA 183453 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.4 M -26 M 7 0138*49 
$GPGGA 183453.2 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.4 M -26 M 7.2 0138*49 
$GPGGA 183453.4 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.4 M -26 M 7.4 0138*4F 
$GPGGA 183453.6 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.4 M -26 M 6.6 0138*4F 
$GPGGA 183453.8 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.4 M -26 M 6.8 0138*4F 
$GPGGA 183454 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.5 M -26 M 7 0138*48 
$GPGGA 183454.2 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.5 M -26 M 7.2 0138*4B 
$GPGGA 183454.4 3101.923 N 9158.817 W 2 9 0.9 14.5 M -26 M 7.4 0138*4B 




A  GPS String Identifier 
B  UTC of Position 
C  Latitude 
D  N or S 
E  Longitude 
F  E or W 
G  GPS quality indicator (0 
H  Number of satellites in use [not those in view] 
I  Horizontal dilution of position 
J  Antenna altitude above/below mean sea level (geoid) 
K  Meters  (Antenna height unit) 
L  Geoidal separation (Diff. between WGS-84 earth ellipsoid and mean sea level.  -=geoid  is below WGS-84 ellipsoid) 
M  Meters  (Units of geoidal separation) 
N  Age in seconds since last update from diff. reference station 
O  Diff. reference station ID# * Checksum 
 
For the speed evaluation test, the GPS sensor output was recorded as an ASCII text file.  The 
ASCII data were imported into Geographical Information System (GIS) software (ArcMap10, 
Esri® - Redland, CA, USA).  A “Zone of Interest” shape file (illustrated as a translucent green 
rectangle in Figure 3.5) was created around the GPS locations of the measurement equipment.  
This shape file was used to extract $GPGGA string data from the GPS data set collected from the 
unit installed in the aircraft.  Only $GPGGA data within the “Zone of Interest” was used to 
determine the distance and time traveled per test.  For each test, approximately 10 $GPGGA 
strings were extracted from the entire data set.  After all data was extracted for each test, the 
Latitude and Longitude was converted to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates.  
The distance for each test was calculated from a “start” position, the height sensor test location 
and “end” position, the speed sensor test location.  The time was calculated from the difference 
between the $GPGGA time stamp that corresponded to the “start” and “stop” coordinates.  Each 
test pass speed was calculated by using the distance between the sensor tests locations divided by 
the difference in time. 
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AFMS Height Sensor Data:   
Height Data (Hex) Height Data (Hex) 
Sample MSB(Hex) LSB(Hex) Sample MSB(Hex) LSB(Hex)
1 BF 3F 31 80 23 
2 BF 3F 32 80 24 
3 BF 3F 33 80 24 
4 80 27 34 80 25 
5 80 26 35 80 25 
6 BF 3F 36 80 27 
7 80 25 37 80 26 
8 80 22 38 80 27 
9 80 24 39 80 26 
10 80 23 40 80 27 
11 80 23 41 80 28 
12 80 23 42 80 29 
13 80 23 43 80 2A 
14 80 22 44 80 2D 
15 80 23 45 BF 3F 
16 80 22 46 80 32 
17 80 23 47 80 31 
18 80 22 48 80 32 
19 80 23 49 80 32 
20 80 23 50 80 32 
21 80 23 51 80 32 
22 80 23 52 80 33 
23 80 25 53 80 32 
24 80 23 54 80 32 
25 80 23 55 80 32 
26 80 24 56 80 32 
27 80 24 57 80 32 
28 80 24 58 BF 3F 
29 80 24 59 BF 3F 
30 80 24 60 BF 3F 
 
For each test, the automated height sensor data was recorded as an ASCII text file.  To facilitate 
high speed data output from the ILM, the height value was transmitted as a two-byte ASCII 
value.  The ASCII text file was first processed by a hex editor program (010 Editor, SweetScape 
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Software – Mount Mellick, PEI, Canada) which parsed the raw data into a two-byte per row 
output file.  Each byte was then converted to binary.   







1 111111111111 4095 31 000000100011 35 
2 111111111111 4095 32 000000100100 36 
3 111111111111 4095 33 000000100100 36 
4 000000100111 39 34 000000100101 37 
5 000000100110 38 35 000000100101 37 
6 111111111111 4095 36 000000100111 39 
7 000000100101 37 37 000000100110 38 
8 000000100010 34 38 000000100111 39 
9 000000100100 36 39 000000100110 38 
10 000000100011 35 40 000000100111 39 
11 000000100011 35 41 000000101000 40 
12 000000100011 35 42 000000101001 41 
13 000000100011 35 43 000000101010 42 
14 000000100010 34 44 000000101101 45 
15 000000100011 35 45 111111111111 4095 
16 000000100010 34 46 000000110010 50 
17 000000100011 35 47 000000110001 49 
18 000000100010 34 48 000000110010 50 
19 000000100011 35 49 000000110010 50 
20 000000100011 35 50 000000110010 50 
21 000000100011 35 51 000000110010 50 
22 000000100011 35 52 000000110011 51 
23 000000100101 37 53 000000110010 50 
24 000000100011 35 54 000000110010 50 
25 000000100011 35 55 000000110010 50 
26 000000100100 36 56 000000110010 50 
27 000000100100 36 57 000000110010 50 
28 000000100100 36 58 111111111111 4095 
29 000000100100 36 59 111111111111 4095 




The binary output file was then exported to a spreadsheet then where each data row contained 
two 8-bit binary values, one 8-bit binary per column.  The last 6 binary values of the first column 
are combined with the last 6 binary values of the second column.  This combination of a 12 bit 
binary is the height measurement.  The 12 bit binary value is then converted to a decimal value.  
The decimal values are in units of decimeters.  For example, ‘111111111111’ binary is converted 
to 4095 decimal.  This value represented an invalid value.      
In addition, every 400 data rows converted also represented 1 second of time since the 
unit was activated and the data was recorded.  A third column in the spreadsheet was added to 
index the time since the system began recording data.  This time index was used to derive a time 
stamp value for each height data row.  The dataset for each pass was located by matching the 
timestamp recorded during in field data acquisition.  The dataset consist of approximately 50 to 
80 values which matched the height of sections of the aircraft as it passed over height sensor.  
Only values less than “4095” are considered valid height data.  The average of all valid height 
values was used to report AFMS determined height values. 
 
Spray Deposition Pattern Data Analysis:  Each string sample reel was placed into the WRK 
system for analysis. After the WRK System completed the analysis, the sample string was 
rewound back onto the sample reel.  This reel was then stored for future analysis in the NSAS. It 
should be noted, winding of the string to the storage reel was kept to a minimum.  The 
mechanical stresses from the string pull mechanisms had the potential and destroying the string 
samples.  This was evident due to observed cotton lint buildup around the string guide 
mechanisms of the WRK modified door.     
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The data file recorded by the WRK system was then imported to spreadsheet to extract raw 
fluorometer intensity values.  Distance of string was derived based on a time calibration protocol.  
During the initial calibration routine of the WRK system, a known length of string is processed 
through the system and a time constant is calculated.  This value is used throughout the 
remainder of the analysis test.  After each test, the system divides the number of data points by 
the time constant and appends a derived distance value to each intensity value.  Each row 
afterwards was a multiple of 126 mm.  Next each intensity value was each divided by the mean 
intensity value, which yielded relative deposition, a unit less number.  The final output file 
contained a distance in millimeters with relative deposition.   
After spray deposition pattern analysis was completed on the WRK System, the rewound 
string sample reel was then processed by the NSAS.  As the string sampled was pulled across the 
CFS, analog output voltages were converted to a 12-bit digital value by the BAP24.  The final 
output file contained a distance in millimeters with CFS digital intensity values.  After all string 
data was processed by the NSAS, the next step was to extract comparison data to the WRK 
System data.  The length values derived using WRK System data were used as the input values 
to locate and extract comparison data from NSAS output file.  Once the extraction of the data 
from the NSAS was completed, the fluorometer intensity values were then converted to relative 
deposition.  The final output file contained a distance value in millimeters paired with a relative 
deposition value for that location of string.  A pair of relative deposition values, one from the 




APPENDIX G: Aerial Application Calculations 
Application Rate (R) sensitivity test while varying Effective Swath Width (S) (w/ Equation 2.1) 
R (l/ha) Q (l/min) K V (km/h) S (m) 
1.8 10 600 215 15.2 
1.8 10 600 215 15.8 
1.7 10 600 215 16.5 
1.6 10 600 215 17.1 
1.6 10 600 215 17.7 
1.5 10 600 215 18.3 
1.5 10 600 215 18.9 
1.4 10 600 215 19.6 
1.4 10 600 215 20.2 
1.3 10 600 215 20.8 
1.3 10 600 215 21.4 
1.3 10 600 215 22.1 
1.2 10 600 215 22.7 
1.2 10 600 215 23.3 
1.2 10 600 215 23.9 
1.1 10 600 215 24.6 
 
Application Rate (R) sensitivity test while varying aircraft Velocity (V) (w/ Equation 2.1) 
R (l/ha) Q (l/min) K V (km/h) V (m/s) S (m) 
1.9 10 600 160 3 20 
1.9 10 600 161 3 20 
1.9 10 600 162 3 20 
1.8 10 600 163 3 20 
1.8 10 600 164 3 20 
1.8 10 600 165 3 20 
1.8 10 600 166 3 20 
1.8 10 600 167 3 20 
1.8 10 600 168 3 20 
1.8 10 600 169 3 20 
1.8 10 600 170 3 20 
1.8 10 600 171 3 20 
1.7 10 600 172 3 20 
1.7 10 600 173 3 20 
1.7 10 600 174 3 20 
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1.7 10 600 175 3 20 
APPENDIX H: Aerial Liquid Distribution Analysis (ASAE Standard) 
The purpose and scope provided by the Calibration and Distribution Pattern Testing of 
Agricultural Aerial Application Equipment (ASAE S386.2 FEB1988 R2009) standard establish 
uniform procedures for measuring and reporting application rates and distribution patterns.  This 
includes both fixed and rotary wing aircrafts equipped with either liquid or dry material dispersal 
systems.  A condensed version of the ASAE standard will be described which will have 
relevance to the design and implementation of this project. 
Calibration test conditions require that the physical characteristics of an inert or 
substituted material must be similar to those of the actual material being calibrated.  The 
distribution equipment to be tested should be in good mechanical condition and properly 
adjusted for the type of application simulated.  Tests should be conducted when wind speeds are 
less than 16 km/h (10 mph) and measured at 2.5 m (8.2 ft.) above the land surface or crop 
canopy.  The distribution pattern test flights should be made parallel to or within 15 degrees of 
the wind direction to minimize crosswind errors.  Output rate test flights should consider both 
headwind and tailwind components to minimize the effects of wind velocity that may affect 
aircraft ground speed.  The test site should be selected where the aircraft can have a minimum 
unobstructed approach (from power lines, buildings, trees, fences, etc.) and departure distance to 
and from the sample line of 300 m (1,000 ft.).  The site should allow orientation of a 30 m (100 
ft.) sample line at a right angle to the prevailing wind.  The site should be located in an area 
where there little to no aircraft traffic.  Local airport and/or FAA authorities should be informed 




Calibration tests consist of four parts: determination of the output rate from the aircraft, 
swath distribution pattern by measurement of applied materials from suitable collectors, 
maximum effective swath width and the corresponding uniformity of distribution for overlapped 
swaths and, application rate.  Each part of the test shall be replicated to account for random 
variation.  Refer to ASAE S386.2 FEB1988 R2009 section 4.2 for detailed methodology for 
output rate test.    
Spray test procedures may employ an inert or dye tracer material added to the contents of 
the spray tank, or the active chemical may be used as a tracer for the spray pattern tests.  
Distribution pattern measurements may employ the use of discrete sampling targets or a narrow 
continuous sampling surface placed across the aircraft line of flight.  Collectors shall be selected 
on the basis of collection efficiency, size and ratio of collection area to accuracy.  Collector size, 
shape, orientation, material, spacing, number, collection efficiency and height of collectors above 
or below the land surface or crop canopy will be documented.  The total length of a continuous 
surface collector sample line should be a minimum of 30 m (100ft).  
The swath distribution pattern test is conducted by flying the aircraft over the center of a 
target sample line placed at a right angle to the line of flight.  The center of the sample line is 
marked, and any deviation of the aircraft line of flight from the sample line center shall be noted. 
The sample line may be placed on the land surface, at crop height or at any other height 
consistent with the purpose of the test.  The aircraft should be flown at a height suited to the type 
of material applied and the purpose of the application. Actual aircraft height is measured and 
recorded. The recommended airspeed should match the particular type of application, and the 
aircraft should be flown straight and level through the entire test course. The sample line should 
extend beyond the ends of the pattern being tested. Ordinarily, the sample line will be oriented so 
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that the aircraft will fly directly into the wind to minimize the effects of crosswind on the 
distribution pattern. However, once an acceptable distribution pattern has been obtained, a 
crosswind series may be run to establish the distribution pattern under this operating condition. 
Ambient temperature, humidity, horizontal wind speed and direction is measured at a height of 
2.5 m (8.2 ft.) above the sample line. The dispersing equipment in the aircraft will be turned on 
at least 200 m (660 ft.) prior to crossing the sample line and will continue operating the same 
distance beyond.  Evaluation is based on at least three replications of the test.  Where possible, 
each replication is made with a single pass application, one swath over the sample line, of the 
aircraft in the same direction of travel.  Refer to ASAE S386.2 FEB1988 R2009 for details to 





APPENDIX I:  Aerial Liquid Distribution Analysis (Operation S.A.F.E Protocol) 
 The following instructions are summarized from the document titled Spray-Pattern 
Analysis Pilot Instructions within the Operation S.A.F.E 2009 training manual.  These directions 
are given to the pilot during the informative meeting prior to the Operation S.A.F.E. fly-in clinic 
and serves as an outline of what occurs for a single set of spray pattern tests.   
1) Locate the analysis center and sign up for a spray pass.   
2) Meet with fly-in personnel prior to testing to obtain information with regards to test 
materials, flight schedule and flight procedures for the flight line. 
3) Fill out a data sheet with the following information: number of nozzles, nozzle type and size, 
pressure, target application rate, and address information. 
4) Obtain a bottle of dye and add it to the aircraft’s liquid storage filled with 100 gallons of 
clean water.   
5) Taxi the aircraft to staging area and wait to be signaled by operators to begin the test. 
6) Do not take off until instructed to do so either by verbal, radio, confirmation of by an orange 
flag signal at the flight line. 
7) Once the signal to begin the test has been communicated, fly the aircraft to an area where the 
spray system equipment can be purged.  Continue to purge until the dye is visible from the 
nozzles.  Once dye is visible stop the spray system and proceed to the flight line testing area. 
8) During the approach to the flight line testing area, line up with centerline using the marker 
flags as guides.  Approximately 400 – 500 m (1,312 – 1,640 ft.) from the flight line, activate 
the spray system and pilot the aircraft at the speed and height similar to the normal 
operations.  If there is a possibility of misalignment during the approach, do not activate the 
spray system, continue past the flight line and then re-align and repeat steps 7 and 8.  No data 
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will be taken unless the spray system is activated and is visibly seen by the operators at the 
flight line. 
9) While the aircraft approaches the flight line with the spray system active at the intended 
speed and release height, hold the aircraft level and continue 400 – 500 m (1,312 – 1,640 ft.) 
past the flight line (if possible due to airspace limitations).  This will measure the 
performance of the aircraft during stable flight. 
10) After making the pass, circle nearby until a start signal has been communicated (either 
verbally by radio or by a single flag waved in the air by the flight crew).  If at any point two 
flags are waved simultaneously, issues have developed and the crew is indicating that the 
pilot should land and wait for instructions at the staging area. 
11) A total of three passes will be made, repeat steps 7 – 9 unless otherwise instructed by ground 
crew to discontinue or proceed with other passes. 
12) After completing the instructed passes, land and park the aircraft and await the evaluation of 
the spray test from the crew located in the designated analysis center.  When the results are 
available, an analyst will be available to discuss and suggest possibilities for improving the 
spray pattern generated from the equipment.   
13) If adjustments are performed and there is interest to evaluate the spray pattern again, sign up 
again at the analysis center and repeat the steps 2 – 12. 
The following directions presented will be based on instructions provided by the Spray-Pattern 
Analysis Pilot Instructions and observations made during several Operation S.A.F.E fly-in clinics 
attended between the years of 2010 - 2011.  This information will describe steps for the ground 
crew at the flight line testing area. 
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1) Clear all personal from the center of the flight line testing area (personnel may stand at either 
side of the flight line). 
2) Ground crew managing the 1 mm cotton string collector tripods should mark the ends of the 
line with a 20 cm red fill mark on to the string to the side that will represent the right side of 
the aircraft as it is heading towards the flight line; similarly a green mark shall be placed on 
the opposite side of the flight line and represent the left side of the aircraft. 
3) Provide a verbal, radio, or a single flag waved in the air to signal to the pilot to begin the 
approach and line up with the marker flags for the spray pattern test. 
4) The moment the aircraft has lined and begun its approach towards the flight line (spray 
system should be active and the liquid plus dye mixture should be visible) all personnel 
charged with capturing data must be at the positions at the ready to obtain ground speed, 
aerial application release height, wind direction, wind speed, air temperature and humidity. 
3a) Aircraft ground speed measurement:  Using the available hand held radar (HHR), lift and 
point the front of the sensor in the direction of the aircraft.  As the aircraft nears 
approximately 200 m (656 ft.) from flight line, depress the HHR sensor trigger.  Maintain 
the sensor in the same position throughout the duration of the aircraft’s flight (Do not 
follow the aircraft with the HHR sensor, this will produce incorrect values).  After the 
aircraft has left the flight line airspace, release the trigger and report the aircraft ground 
speed value to the data recording personnel. 
3b) Aircraft application release height: Using the similar triangle technique (STT), position 
the sighting scope where the reference height scale is centered with the scope sight (in 
some cases, the scope may provide a sighting laser).  As the aircraft approaches the flight 
line, the user must quickly align the center mark or laser sight on the aircraft’s spray boom 
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and move the sight in a left to right motion (minimize up and down movement as much as 
possible) until the plane crosses the height reference scale.  At that moment, the sight will 
cross the scale and that is considered the aircraft’s application release height.  This value 
should be reported to the data recording personnel. 
3c) Weather conditions at the flight line: Using the available weather station, report the 
current air temperature and humidity value at the moment the aircraft passes.  This value 
maybe observed at least one sample during the observational time frame.  The wind speed 
and direction shall be measured and time-averaged for the duration of each spray pass or 2 
minutes, whichever is greater.  The sampling rate should be no less than four samples per 
minute (ASAE S561.1 APR2004 R2009 section 3.2).  The average wind speed, direction, 
air temperature and relative humidity values should be reported to the data recording 
personnel.  
5) Allow the liquid spray to deposit and impinge on to the 1 mm cotton collector string, wait 
approximately 2 to 5 minutes.   
6) Ground crew managing the 1 mm cotton collector string will activate the motor pull system 
which will wind the sample string onto the collection reel.  The operator standing at the 
opposite tripod must observe the string pull and prevent tangles and stop the pull if the string 
is near the end of the storage spool.  
7) During the string collection period, a third operator may assist with the string pull by 
providing a small amount of tension as the string is wound by the motor pull system.  This 
operator may only grasp firmly a section of string that will not be used for the future spray 
analysis; the section of string with the green mark should suffice.  As the string is wound by 
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the motor pull system, the operator will hold the string and walk at a proportional pace from 
the string storage sample tripod to the motor pull system tripod. 
8) The operator managing the motor pull system will continue to wind the sample string until 
the green mark is observed.  Afterwards, the operator should continue to operate the system 
for an additional 5 – 10 seconds.  This will provide a buffer between sample runs. 
9) After the first pass has been collected, the signal crew should indicate to the pilot that the 
flight line crew is ready for the next pass. 
10) Repeat steps 1 – 9 until three passes have been collected, unless otherwise instructed. 
11) Flight line crew will deposit the aircraft and weather condition paper work and 1 mm cotton 
sample reels into a standard legal size brown kraft clasp envelop with proper marking 
indicating the aircraft identifier and trial number. 
12) Deliver the collected data packet to the analysis center. 
13) Signal the pilot verbally, radio, or indicate with a visual signal by waving two flags 
simultaneously.  At any point, if an issue has occurred and the test with the aircraft must be 
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